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through AV technology. This reservation and limited
perception towards AV technology is a major
hindrance in promotion of AV technology.
2. Limited availability: Even today AV technology based
teaching aids programme and e-content are available
on a very limited basis. Most of the institutions are stall
to natural infrastructure for popularizing usage of AV
aided teaching.
3. High cost: Though electronic and computer based
communication has become a normal way of
communication and interaction, it is still restricted to
casual or non-formal communication. The educational
applications of this system are still restricted. This is
mainly because of high cost of teaching and learning
input like CDs, software or programme.
4. Limited impact due to restricted usage: Though many
difficult subjects with complicated ideas can be taught
through interacting learning materials like diagrams,
graphs, audio and visual assistance and graphic are
made available to explain a concept. However such
inputs are not freely and rightly used by the teachers.
This limited usage is the major hindrance in the
popularizing of AV technology based educational
programme. The students are either unaware or
unfamiliar with this system and material and their
availability.

GENERAL VIEWS OF BUSINESS EDUCATORS
TOWARDS AV TECHNOLOGY BASED SYSTEM:
Most of the educators and teachers in commerce colleges
are not yet adopting AV technology based educational
programmes, e-content and material. There is a great
degree of reluctance and unwillingness of the ideas of
promoting AV technology based educational programme
cannot be successful unless and until the teachers come
forward to promote this concept.

GENERAL VIEWS OF LEARNERS' TOWARDS
AV TECHNOLOGY:
The general views of learners' towards AV technology are
influenced by various factors which are directly or
indirectly associated with system of learning and
technology:

Following are the general views of the teachers about AV
technology based educational system:

1. Perception is the major or most dominant factors
affecting learners' view toward AV technology. There is
a great degree of reservation and unwillingness to
adopt new technology due to preconceive idea. The
learners at large technology added system are
mechanism at system as such they cannot correct or
rightly understanding about a particular subject

1. It is not an essential and necessary educational input.
Hence, it need not be used in delivering and teaching
business subjects.
2. It is the additional and supplementary assistance as
such it has a limited utility.
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CONCLUSION:

3. The curriculum and other regular teaching activities
required enough time which does not permit usage of
AV technology system.

Technology plays an important role in bringing the quality
of education.Since it initiate or stimulate and reinforce

4. Due to limited perception of the learners, AV based
systems are not successful and effective. Often a
teacher has to repeat the same as to explain ideas as
such there is a significant time waste.

learning, students understand the concept must better and
thus improve their skills.
No doubt, without such technology in the classroom,
strong lessons can still be achieved, but there is a sharp

5. Adequate and appropriate and quality material do not
available in AV technology based method, which is a
major hindrance.

disconnect between the way students are taught in the
school and the way the outside world approaches
socialization accomplishment. So, in order to educate

6. The prevailing educational culture is not favourable to
promote new innovative AV technology based system.

students to be lifelong learners and successful contributors
to the new global market, educators must change the way
they teach and the way the students learn.
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A STUDY OF MARKETING MANAGEMENT OF SELF HELP GROUPS
IN PUNE DISTRICT
S. D.Takalkar

ABSTRACT
At present situation in rural India is worst. There are problems of women and child development, economic development,
unemployment, poverty, illiteracy, etc. In case of some underdeveloped part of urban area, where the density of illiterates is
more, situation is more or less one and the same. In addition to various schemes and plans to eradicate poverty and the efforts
taken for the development of woman and child, Micro finance is one of the useful tools. SHGs are playing pivotal role in many
facets of the life; like poverty eradication, women empowerment, rural development, social up gradation health awareness and
so on. Thus after two and half decades of the SHG movement, we have realized the importance of SHGs in the country's holistic
development. Now we have achieved a success to some extent in creating awareness regarding SHGs, formation of SHGs and
their linkage with banks.

INTRODUCTION

2. To study the profile of Marketing of products by Self
Help Groups in Pune district.

The concept of Micro Finance was put forth by Dr.

3. To study the problems faced by the Self Help Groups in
marketing the products in Pune District.

Muhammad Yunus in 1970. We can study the case of
Grameen Bank of Bangladesh in this regard. Major part of

4. To analyze and examine the marketing positions
occupied by the products by Self Help Groups in Pune
District.

rural India yet remains uncovered by the banking sector.
Rural households are exploited by loan sharks. In this
situation micro finance plays an important role. Finance is
to be provided for the productive purposes, so that the

HYPOTHESIS:

recovery becomes an easy job. Generally this finance is
granted to the Self Help Groups. The self help movement is

H0. The availability of infrastructural facilities is not
key factor for attracting demand of the products
by Self Help Groups in the field area i.e. Pune
District.
Ø H1 Efforts are made to produce the qualitative
products but marketing remains neglected in
most of the cases.
Ø

almost two and half decade old now it is time to look back
and take a review that just formation is not sufficient but
there is need to improve these groups on marketing
grounds. SHGs contribution in country's holistic
development is of much relevance in the current economic
scenario. If the Marketing of the products produced by the
groups gets properly managed they will succeed
commercially.

OBJECTIVES:
1. To study the existing marketing infrastructural facilities
available for marketing the products by Self Help
Groups in Pune district.
© SBPIM
Head Dept. of Commerce, ACS College, Narayangaon, Pune
Contact No.: 9890525040
Email Id: sdtakalkar50@gmail.com
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Table: 1 Taluka wise SHGs in Pune district.
Sr.
No.

Talukas

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Total Number
of Self Help
Groups
(Feb 2006)*

Indapur
Daund
Junnar
Khed
Haveli
Maval
Shirur
Baramati
Purandar
Ambegaon
Bhor
Mulshi
Velhe
TOTAL

2114
1610
1592
1518
1483
1400
1366
1328
1249
923
795
735
216
16329

Total Number
of Self Help
Groups
(March 2009)**

3961
3657
3601
3418
3828
3483
3308
4113
3791
3104
2380
1780
908
41327

Total Number
of Self Help
Groups
(March 2012)***

9902
9142
9002
8545
9570
8707
8270
10282
9477
7760
5950
4450
2270
103327

Total Number
of Self Help
Groups
(March 2014)
Estimated.
15843
14627
14403
13672
15312
13931
13232
16451
15163
12416
9520
7120
3632
165323

Total Number
of Self Help
Groups
(March 2014)
****(Factual)
BPL
APL
960
1712
521
1262
281
1628
269
1123
274
1777
327
1449
486
1401
396
1283
378
2004
327
1555
288
817
111
466
113
319
4733
16790

Total
2672
1783
1909
1392
2051
1776
1889
1679
2382
1882
1105
577
432
21529

Source:
*Pune Jilha Gramin Vikas Yantrana, Pune Pragati Ahawal February 2006.,
**Dr. Mulani's Research work2009,
***NABARD REPORT 2012, (in 2011 there were more than 90,000SHGs in Pune district, Indian Express 22/11/2011.)
****data collected by the researcher from Vadgaon Maval Panchayat Samiti2014. (it includes the SHGs Registerd at Panchyat
Samiti only)
Sample size: 400 Self help groups.(1% approximate)

TABLE: 2 Sample size selected from each Taluka.
Sr. No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Talukas

Ambegaon
Baramati
Bhor
Daund
Haveli
Indapur
Junnar

Total Number of
Self Help Groups
Taken as sample
20
35
13
25
98
25
30

Sr. No.

8
9
10
11
12
13

Sample method: simple random sampling.
07

Talukas

Khed
Maval
Mulshi
Purandar
Shirur
Velhe
Total

Total Number of
Self Help Groups
Taken as sample
40
40
16
25
25
8
400
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OBSERVATION

Steps in the Development of SHGs and the Need for

SHGs suffer from some problems they are as follows

Marketing Training

They keep on changing the products each time when they
participate in the exhibition and sale.Average rate of
2
Bank
Linkage

Return for SHGs which do not change their product/ service
time to time is higher i.e.350%over and above the SHGs
Formation
& Internal
Loan

which change their product/ service frequently. The SHGs
many times do not consider the consumer preferences.

3
Bank
Loan

Market research is an important aspect of any business.
The researcher has observed that before starting the
business or at any point of time while marketing the

4
MONEY
GENERATING
ACTIVITY

NEED FOR
MARKETING
TRAINING

Ÿ

products many SHGs i.e. 83.5% does not research the
market. Very few SHGs i.e. 4% keep track of latest arrival in

CONCLUSIONS

the market. They are not aware about the complete

Most of the SHGs produce and market the products

competition in the market.

occasionally. Production and marketing is not their regular

SHGs lack in this particular case they do not bother to sort

affair. They produce and market the products only at the

their products also they do not brand their products.

times of the exhibitions. It may be conclude that there is no

Maximum SHGs are found dealing in households and FMC

consistency in the product or service to be marketed. In

food items. Many SHGs does not take care of marketing

the highly competitive market consumer is the most

communication those are 62% out of the sample

important. It is called as the buyers' market. The SHGs do

studied.SHGs do not advertise the products as a result they

not consider the consumer preferences, while marketing

are not able to achieve higher rate of return on their

the product or service.Very few SHGs make use of market

investment.

research, but maximum of them are aware of the concept

A serious problem that the SHGs do not have any system to

of market research.No sound conclusion can be made on

distribute their products. Thus they do not produce it on a

the subject of market information as the data collected is

regular basis. They keep on waiting for the exhibitions to

inadequate to comment on this point.Many SHGs does not

get arranged and accordingly they produce the

take care of marketing communication but few of them

products.1.1.15. 1.1.16. 88% of the respondents were of

putting labels on the products and thus those are easily

the opinion that, 'yes something has to be done to make

identifiable by the customers that the product is of

the product more successful in the market'. But they did

particular group.The SHGs do not intentionally take care in

not know that exactly what is to be done for the products to

this regard, but the organizers of the exhibitions make

make successful.32% of respondent predicted good future

them put the banner possessing the name of the SHG at

for their products. Maximum of them had a fear of failure

their stalls.

as the competition from the big giants. 46% of the

SUGGESTIONS (RECOMMENDATIONS)

members of the groups are sure about possibility of making
The following suggestions are given for improving the

better future for the group members as well as for the

marketing efficiency of SHGs in Pune District.

family members of the group members through SHGs, if

Ÿ

active participation and cooperation by the group

They must maintain the consistency in production
and/or marketing of the products or services. This

members is sought.

results in to expertise in the same field. Also it helps in

08
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creating the identity of a self help group attached to a

SHG. So as to achieve the popularity for the product or

particular product or service.

service. It is useful for repeat sales.

The SHGs before producing /marketing any product or

Ÿ

SHGs should market the new (Innovative) products in

service must consider the current trends. For this

the existing market. As it is not financially viable for the

purpose, the SHGs first should consider the consumer

SHGs to enter in new market areas at once.

preferences their likes and dislikes.
Ÿ
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ADVANCED SMART SOFTWARE TRAINING THROUGH SIMULATION
Sadanand Vyas 1
2
Joel Jose

ABSTRACT
WORK.WORK.WORK. It is something nearly three billion people do virtually every day, but according to a 2012 survey from
Salary.com, few of us really enjoy it. As a society, we seem to view work as a necessary evil, something we have to do rather than
want to do. In a recent survey, 71% of CEOs rated their employees as their most important source of sustained economic value.
Which is why on a Smarter Planet like Earth need of Smarter Way to train employees and retain their skills is most important. A
need of a new “workforce design” that uses technology to offer employees meaningful work, create experiences that engage
and stimulate them, and encourage them to grow as fast as their abilities allow.
The companies always wonder if training is an expense or investment. Sports teams spend what is a seemingly ridiculous amount
on their players and a lot of people question, 'Why?' In the same manner companies spend on the employees for training
purposes without the right reporting metrics to evaluate.
Working on software's consumes 80% of time in any organization. This paper focuses on the smarter, effective and economic
method of training employees on software rather than a manager relying on their intuition; with the simulation tool for
evaluation used by Ioniya a company who provide a solution to build the digital literate. The study and research in this paper will
prove to be a strategic shift in field of training building a skilled human capital.
KEY WORDS :- simulation based evaluation, time saving benefits, video based learning.

INTRODUCTION:
In today's competitive global business climate, companies

Ÿ

Increased productivity and performance improvement

looking to improve their gross margins and increase

Ÿ

Reduced server loads and bandwidth costs

productivity are increasingly looking for ways to boost

Ÿ

Stricter adherence to corporate policies

Ÿ

Improved customer satisfaction

Ÿ

Increased employee morale and retention

corporate objectives and enhance their overall corporate

Ÿ

Increased revenue

culture. While, intuitively, many CEOs and managers

Worse, many corporate leaders underestimate the high

understand the value of a skilled workforce, many

cost of not training. This paper will provide organizations

companies fail to realize the benefits that minimal

with an understanding of the costs (and cost areas) a poorly

improvements in employee skills can make in an

implemented skills development program imposes on an

organization. Further, they lack an understanding of the

organization as well as the benefits of training and skills

business areas which are directly impacted by employee

development can provide. Ioniya has created

skills and knowledge, including:

recommendations to develop a skills development

employee performance and effectiveness. Skills
development and training programs, often a target of
budget cuts, may help organizations achieve these

©SBPIM
1
Founder, Ioniya, Sector No. 7, PCNTDA, Pune 411044.
Contact No.: 9545554868
Email Id: sadanand.vyas@gmail.com
2
Student, MIT School of Telecom Management, Pune 411038
Contact No.: 9370145228
Email Id: joel.jose@mitsot.com
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program using cost effective methods for each employee

The feedback of the results: This refers that getting

category in any organization.

feedback of validation and evaluations so that training

Training is the systematic development of the knowledge,

plans, programmes and techniques can be improved.

skills and attitudes required by an individual to perform

TRAINING COST :

adequately a given task or jobs. Training can involve

The role of employee training and development is

learning of various kinds and in various situations i.e. on the

becoming more important as companies are increasingly

job, off the job, in the company or outside the company. It

relying on the knowledge, skills and abilities of their human

can involve the use of many techniques like demonstration,

capital to drive firm performance. According to the SHRM

practice, coaching guided reading, lectures, discussions,

Employee Development Survey Report, the top three

case studies, role playing, assignments, projects, group

methods that are used most frequently for employee

exercises, programmed learning, seminars, workshops,

development are generic training (84%), cross-functional

games, quizzes etc., These techniques can be deployed by

training (80%) and leadership training (71%). Since training

many people, especially by company Trainers, Managers,

is a major component in enhancing employee

Supervisors, Colleagues or External Trainers and

competencies, tracking the training-cost-per-employee

Educationists.

metric helps determine the investment in training at an

“There is no saturation point in education.” – IBM Founder

individual level. This metric can be computed by dividing

Thomas J. Watson, Sr.

the total training cost for an organization by its

SCOPE OF TRAINING

headcount. [2]
Training cost per employee

The identification and analysis of training needs: All
Training Programmes must be directed towards the

=

satisfaction of defined needs for the company as a whole,

Total training costs
Headcount

for specific functions or groups of employees, or for

Five cost factors to be taken into consideration when

individual. [1]

computing total training costs:-

The definition of training objective: Training must aim to

Development costs (e.g., salaries and benefits of

achieve measurable goals expressed in terms of the

personnel, equipment).

improvement or changes expected in corporate, function,

Direct implementation costs (e.g., training materials,

departmental or individual performance.

technology costs, facilities, travel, equipment, instructor's

The preparation of training plans: These plans must

salary and benefits).

describe the overall schemes of training and its costs and

Indirect implementation costs (e.g., overhead, general and

benefits. It also provide for the development of training

administrative).

programmes and facilities, the selection and use of

Compensation for participants.

appropriate training methods and the selection of trainers.

Lost productivity or costs of “backfilling” positions during

The implementation of Training plans: This includes the

training.

maintenance of training records.

RECOMMENDED COMPONENTS OF IT TRAINING :

The measurement and analysis of results: This refers to the
validation of the achievements of each Training

A successful corporate skills development program

Programme against its objectives and the education of the

includes components for essential learning, future learning

effect of the whole training scheme on the company or

and corporate mandates. [3]

departmental performance.
11
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ESSENTIAL LEARNING :

needs and types of students with available training

Employees should be provided with training opportunities

modalities. In addition to traditional classroom training,

to develop the minimum skills required to perform their

alternative modalities can provide effective skills

tasks. Training may include new hardware or software

development for an organization, particularly if the student

training or update training for new releases. Any product

type is effectively matched to the training method. Blended

training should also include corporate usage policy

learning, combining traditional instructor-led training with

training, including business rules or security modules,

self-paced learning, may provide a cost-effective way to

compliance and product maintenance (including backup

develop skills that match or exceed instructor-only

and archiving policies).

training.

FUTURE LEARNING :

3.1 Public classroom training :

Often overlooked, future learning is an essential

According to IDC, classroom training will continue to

component of a successful training program. Organizations

dominate training delivery methods until 2014. Public

should provide clear paths to continuing education to help

classroom training is ideal for complex applications, such as

end users quickly get answers to their problems. Online

systems administrator and developer training. Classroom

training, embedded learning and reference cards can help

training provides a high level of parallel communication

to reduce help desk volumes and operational costs.

and feedback with the instructor. Hands-on labs can

CORPORATE MANDATES :

provide real-world scenario exercises which mirror on-the-

Without executive mandate, many training programs fail or

job tasks. Public classroom training is also suited for new

begin to wane shortly after implementation. To ensure

users who have not developed a basic understanding of the

success of any skills development program, organizations

product or the software metaphors used in the application.

should incorporate training as an employee requirement.

Classroom training typically teaches to the student with the

Depending on the complexity or criticality of a new

lowest skill set, and training is typically generic and “out-of

application or process, some organizations require training

the box.” Training for company-specific policies or

as a condition of employment. Others use training as an

modifications must supplement the basic training provided

incentive to ensure compliance. “Best practices to ensure

in a class. Classroom training is less convenient than some

class attendance include:

other modalities as it is dependent upon location

Ÿ

availability and class scheduling. Classroom training is

Not letting anyone use the new application until he or

typically the most expensive method for training. In

she has been trained
Ÿ

addition to tuition, travel and living costs add significantly

Charging higher per-seat support charges for untrained

to the base expense.

users
Ÿ

3.2 Onsite training :

Having HR play a role in maintaining employee training

For groups of six or more, customized onsite training is

records and building training credits into career

typically more cost effective than public classroom

planning
Ÿ

delivery. Instruction will focus on corporate-specific

Giving managers rebates from IT for end users who

priorities and topics, reducing the time devoted to generic

successfully complete follow-up training (if in-house

product topics. Travel and living expenses, including

chargeback mechanisms permit this)”

employee downtime can be eliminated or reduced,

DETERMINING THE BEST TRAINING METHODS
FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION :

particularly if employees are onsite. Whether onsite or at a
public classroom facility, the costs of traditional classroom

To maximize returns on investments, organizations should

education are significant. In a study conducted by Training

develop a training program which matches corporate
12
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Magazine, the indirect costs (mostly travel) totaled twice

same benefits of public classroom training. Using remote

the direct costs for the actual training.

access technologies, students conduct parallel

3.3 Conferences :

communication with an instructor. Training is interactive

Conferences provide a training method that allows

and may include virtual hands-on lab exercises, similar to

students to quickly develop skills on a number of topics.

traditional training. Depending on time zone limitations,

Unlike traditional training, conferences provide tracks for

ILO training allows students in a geographically disbursed

multiple job roles or skill set levels. Systems administrators

organization to attend training at the same time. ILO

and application developers are usually well-served in this

training also allows a training company to increase class

format which can quickly give them a comprehensive

size by aggregating students from disparate locations. ILO

understanding of a product. Most conferences also provide

training may be suitable for systems administrator and

“deep dive” sessions which allow attendees to develop

developer training on complex applications, depending on

essential skills and communicate directly with industry

bandwidth capabilities. ILO training may also be suited for

and/or product experts, including product development

new users, provided they have basic computer literacy to

teams. Conferences also provide attendees with insight

operate and access remote classroom technology. ILO

into key business issues and emerging technologies.

training is less personal than live training and the format

Vendor fairs and solutions/exhibitor halls can help

requires an instructor who can multi-task between

attendees improve their knowledge about new and

teaching and remote classroom management. Student

emerging products in the industry. The conference format

interaction is limited as is teacher-student communication.

also provides a setting for attendees to interact directly

3.6 Mentoring :

with product teams, vendors and peer customer experts.

Mentors provide one-on-one training, typically onsite in an

Depending on the scheduled time and location, conference

organization. This format is ideal when the skill gap to be

costs may be significant. Although tuition is typically less

bridged is substantial. The format also provides a transition

expensive than comparable classroom training, travel and

for students moving from the classroom to real-world

living costs may double the cost of the actual conference.

applications. After a product deployment and structured

3.4 Technical seminars :

product training, mentors (sometimes called “floor

Typically one or two days in length, technical seminars

monitors” or “floor walkers”) provide much-needed

usually focus on a single technology or a group of related

remedial training for end users and help desk teams.

technologies. Like conferences, this format can enable

Mentoring helps reduce downtime, improves employee

systems administrators and application developers to

morale and reduces help desk costs. Costs typically mirror

develop product skills in a short period of time. Technical

consulting expenses. Mentoring is often overlooked as a

seminars provide attendees with benefits similar to

component of product training and is subsequently

conferences but with less flexibility because of focused

omitted from the training budget. Remote or offsite

content. Because of their short duration, technical

students cannot benefit from onsite mentoring.

seminars must aggregate customers with similar skill sets;

3.7 Embedded learning :

seminar planners typically develop separate events for

Embedded learning helps users learn through training

beginners, intermediate and advanced users. Tuition and

modules built into the product or equipment. Embedded

travel/living costs may mirror instructor-led public

learning is typically used to enhance and/or maintain the

classroom training.

skills of the product user, rarely for essential learning.

3.5 Instructor-led online training :

Formats may include help files and Just-In-Time Training

Instructor-led online (ILO) training provides many of the

(JITT) modules, and can be tailored based on the role or skill
set of the product user. Embedded learning can shorten the
13
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remedial training. Most embedded learning solutions are

TRAINING BY IONIYA FOR SOFTWARE
APPLICATIONS :

customized to fit an organization's requirements.

Ioniya offers lucrative and advanced learning method

Development costs may be significant and may not be

through video tutoring. They offer a massive video library

justified in small organizations with limited economies of

of over 522 videos tutoring in software like AutoCAD,

scale.

Macros in Excel, Microsoft Excel, PowerPoint, Word,

3.8 Reference cards :

Outlook along with Java, .NET, Tally, CATIA, SolidWorks,

Reference cards provide instant access to essential

HyperMesh, ANSYS, SPSS Statistics, Oracle WebLogic,

learning. Off-the-shelf products typically focus on less

Google Sketchup in process. They offer the best featured

complex applications for non-technical audiences.

tutorials and have made computer skills more

Frequently-asked questions (FAQs) also serve as quick

approachable and knowledgeable. This method is an

learning time, reduce help desk calls and provide users with

reference material. Reference cards can reduce help desk

enthusiastic way of teaching software as it becomes a part

costs and provide students with solutions for common

of students Ioniya gives a jumpstart to the way we

tasks. This format is an ideal supplement to structured

fundamentally learn and helps enlighten the functions

training as it can provide remedial training and continuing

which we are not aware of. Tutorials offer compelling

education. Reference cards may be distributed in multiple

videos with use of screenshots, narration, live action,

formats; with each format having its advantages and

charts, graphics and audio. A skillset required for the

disadvantages. Paper cards can be taped to a wall or

growing youth, fresher's, graduates, corporates is the need

cabinet, making them easy to access, but users may lose

of accurate knowledge of every tool in the software for

paper-based cards in their mix of daily work. Paper

better optimized and efficient method of working. Ioniya

reference cards may be also expensive to print and ship.

are the missionaries of education. Their mission is to

Reference cards delivered through e-mail may be deleted

provide structured, resourceful and innovative learning

or misfiled, and web-based cards are typically more

method and environment proven by the industry for the

difficult to access than other forms of online help or phone-

budding professionals and students. They have a unique

based support.

vision to create the most resourceful and skilled human
capital in India. These courses have been authored and

3.9 E-learning modules :

specifically created by industry experts to increase the

E-learning allows students to learn independently and

efficiency of the employees in any profile of work. After the

repeat exercises to reinforce or refresh their understanding

self-paced training provided through videos and

of the content. [5] Available 24x7 at the learner's

assignments they have a unique evaluation tool to check on

convenience, self-paced e-learning provides an alternative

the exact effectiveness of the training.

to classroom teaching for students who are geographically

4.1 WHY USE VIDEOS FOR TRAINING IN SOFTWARE :

scattered or too busy to participate in a classroom session.
The content in e-learning may mirror classroom courses. E-

“Video-based learning fosters a more engaged learning

learning is a good format to provide upgrade and general

experience, information retention is improved through

instruction for most basic applications. The format is suited

video replay and the learning method is desirable” – Dr.

for onsite and remote users with basic computer literacy

John Medina, Psychiatrist, Brain Rules. [6] As different

who also have the discipline to complete the training

forms of media converge via newly developed

without interruption. Usually less expensive than

technologies, the development and use of multimedia

instructor-led training, costs for customized e-learning

designs that incorporate video playback as a major

content can be significant.

component have been adopted by educational multimedia

14
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The sudden onset of having visual elements appear

research that suggests that cognitive processing, both

produces the same learning enhancements as an

conscious and unconscious, is largely bypassed during the

animated presentation. Thus, the procedure of

act of screening video (largely based on studies of

flashing appropriate parts of the pictorial information

television viewing). According to visual theorist Fred Barry

as they are described in the spoken narrative is as

and others, video and audio playback tap into the

effective as a full animation.

emotional part of the brain, and viewers become

One conclusion drawn from this study is that a well-

emotionally, but not logically, involved with the medium.

produced video segment can be a powerful learning tool

Emotional versus logical involvement may occur because

that provides users with a rich and rewarding experience

as viewers watch television, their brains move into a

when incorporated in the right multimedia design. As new

hypnotic alpha rhythm stage, much like daydreaming, even

technology influences educational multimedia designs,

after watching television for as little as thirty seconds. As

what will remain important is the ability to control the

viewers become relaxed, the left side of their brain, which

learner's or end-user's focus. A successful multimedia

tends to process information and is more analytical,

model using video as the primary design component is one

becomes inactive, allowing the right side of their brain to

that creates an environment that connects the content

process information both uncritically and emotionally. In

with the viewer on an emotional level, includes related

such a state, viewers are susceptible to emotional

information woven into the experience in a visual way, and

manipulation just when they are forming ideas and

is careful not to overload the viewer with too much

attitudes about the viewed material and content. What can

information.

be concluded from this information is that viewers tend to

EVALUATION OF VIDEO LEARNING THROUGH
SIMULATION :

become emotionally involved with television and that
images stream into the psyche bypassing the logical part of

"Video is already a proven technology in distance learning

the brain.

environments, and we're delighted to see this trend grow.

Much of the existing research on multimedia

The key to driving further adoption is simplicity and

learning—which may include the use of text, spoken word,

pervasiveness. Unique benefits to video-based learning

video, audio, animation, and graphics—appears to be

including a freely distributed client, the ability for

performed only on a few specific types of media designs,

professionals/students to join a class with a single click and

such as the combination of the spoken word and

also allow students to review previously shared content

animation. Multimedia designs that shared the same

without interrupting the class. The only challenge lies is

content, focused on video playback, are included with the

evaluation." - Bob Romano, vice president, Video

latest innovations for video streaming such as embedded

Marketing, Avaya. At Ioniya, they adopt a unique method

triggers in streaming video. Some benefits can be stated as

of evaluation which is based on a simulation to help the

below:- [7]
Ÿ

brain retain the knowledge gained with the right metrics

Spoken narration combined with an onscreen visual

for evaluation. The technique used by Ioniya is SCORM. [4]

guide that does not split the attention of the learner,

Sharable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM) is a

but in fact can enhance the experience in certain

collection of standards and specifications for web-based

instances.
Ÿ

video learning techniques. It defines communications

Sudden onset of pictures and animation is more

between client side content and a host system called the

effective for learning than static pictures alone,

run-time environment, which is commonly supported by a

presumably by directing the learner's attention and

learning management system. SCORM is a specification of

focus to specific elements in the visual display.
15
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the Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL) Initiative, which

“Staff training is imperative for any organizations' success,

comes out of the Office of the United States Secretary of

and at RCF, it is considered a key company objective.

Defence. SCORM introduced a complex idea called

Training and knowledge differentiate us from our

sequencing, which is a set of rules that specifies the order

competitors and reinforce our position as a leader in our

in which a learner may experience content objects. In

industry” – Head, Training Institute and Corporate

simple terms, they constrain a learner to a fixed set of paths

Management Development Centre (CMDC), RCF.

through the training material, permit the learner to solve

CHALLENGES :

the test based on the step-by-step simulation window to

Ÿ

assure the acceptability of test scores achieved by the

The company needs a team with a wide range of skills to

learner. The standard uses XML, and it is based on the

meet clients' diverse design requirements and must

results of work done by AICC, IMS Global, IEEE, and

ensure all projects are resourced appropriately.
Ÿ

Ariadne.

Expense, logistics, and impact on productivity can
impede the practicality of training a large staff.

6. IONIYA SOFTWARE TRAINING SUCCESS PROFILE :
Ÿ

RASHTRIYA CHEMICALS AND FERTILIZERS (RCF) :

Users may not be inclined to attend training if they have

Rashtriya Chemicals and Fertilizers Ltd. (RCF) is a Public

to travel long distances or be away from the office for

Sector Undertaking (PSU) in India under the Ministry of

substantial periods of time.

Chemicals and Fertilizers of the Government of India,

SOLUTION :

based in Mumbai. RCF is one of the leading producers of

Ÿ

fertilizers in India and is a Miniratna company, a status

An Ioniya training subscription provides RCF with video
training on the design software to create a continuous

awarded by the Government of India. It is now poised to

learning environment. New hires are immediately sent

achieve Navaratna status. Rashtriya Chemicals and

to the Ioniya training courses appropriate to their

Fertilizers Limited (RCF) was incorporated on 6th March,

current skill level, and experienced users attend

1978 and it came into being as a result of the re

advanced courses to ensure a uniform support

organization of the erstwhile Fertilizer Corporation of India

structure is maintained across offices.

Limited. At the time of its formation, the company had one

Ÿ

operating unit, viz. Trombay (old plants) and two major

Users take advantage of Collaborative Learning
Dynamic Environment (CLDE) of Ioniya when Training is

projects under implementation viz. Trombay IV expansion

conducted in groups or work demands prevent them

and Trombay V expansion, besides the West, South

from leaving the office.

Marketing Zones and the Bombay Purchase and Liaison
Ÿ

office. RCF was the first fertilizer company in India to

Account-specific training lets the firm customize Live
Training to its specific needs.

commission a green field, mega fertilizer complex at ThalVaishet in the state of Maharashtra.

RESULTS :

RCF's people work on the world's most influential

Ÿ

Ioniya training improved the skills and confidence level

infrastructure to create a better world in which to work and

of the entire staff. They're able to constantly update

live. The firm serves a broad range of markets, but a mining

their skills and utilize downtime productively while

boom made recruiting new qualified professionals difficult.

minimizing the drain on RCF's financial and project

RCF instead decided to “grow its own” experienced staff

resources.

with Bentley training to improve their skills and increase

Ÿ

design capabilities.

A well-trained staff helps RCF achieve its goal to always
deliver the right solutions to its clients. Plus, the firm
has reduced outsourcing to external consultants for
specialized project skills.
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Client satisfaction is increased as RCF's highly skilled

critical. This will force those already invested in T and D

designers are better equipped to deal with project

infrastructure to aggregate training capabilities from

challenges and can deliver projects in a timelier

experts to deliver in the form of videos along with

manner, reducing their overall cost.

evaluation. On the other hand, those companies with
smaller direct investments in training may seek to

HOW DID YOU SAVE TIME :

completely outsource their training functions to

An Ioniya training assessment and implementation at RCF

companies like Ioniya who provide the best self-paced

with over 1,000 employees found that companies can save

learning solutions.

significantly on labor costs with minimal investments in

“A professional's ability to learn and translate that learning

employee skills development. The study concluded that

into action rapidly, is the ultimate competitive advantage”

training which produced an average productivity

– Jack Welch.

improvement of only three minutes per day would save the
company at least 200 hrs. per year.
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ANALYSIS OF THE E-SHOPPING EXPERIENCE TO IDENTIFY THE IMPACT
OF FACTORS INFLUENCING E-SHOPPING DECISION
ABSTRACT

Sanjay Bhayani 1
2
Nishant V. Vachhani

In the last few decades internet has revolutionized the lives of millions of users with its immense applications. With the growing
proclivity and economic growth online shopping has increased drastically. The world of electronic commerce, also known as ecommerce, enables consumers to shop at online stores and pay for their purchases being contented at home. By just clicking a
mouse, shoppers can buy any product online -- from household items to home loans. Consumers expect merchants not only make
their products available on the Web, but also to make payments a simple and secure process. Online shopping is beneficial for
both consumers as well as merchants. With the fast growing technology online shopping is emerging in India at a very faster
rate. According to a new report, India saw a 128% growth in interest from consumers in 2012 as compared to that of 2011. This
paper is a study on the reason describing the attraction of the people towards online shopping and various factors affecting it.
KEY WORDS :- Consumers, E-commerce, Internet, Online Shopping, Online stores, Payment modes

INTRODUCTION:
Online shopping was invented and pioneered by Michael

expected to become bigger than consumer electronics this

Aldrich in the UK and is gaining grounds in India also. Online

year. Other popular searched categories include books

shopping is far better than traditional shopping as

(15%), beauty and personal care (10%), home and

everything is available to us at our door step just with the

furnishings (6%), baby products (2%) and healthcare

availability of internet. Consumers need not to go to

(3%).Fitness equipment like treadmills and lifestyle items

crowded markets, standing in queues and spending hours

like sunglasses are a big hit among Punjabis. Some Online

searching for apropos purchases. Online shopping is

Shopping portals in India are www. Homeshop18.com,

beneficial not only for buyers but also for sellers, as they get

www.flipkart.com, www.yebhi.com, www.myntra.com.

detailed information about the product pinned together

American online retail giant Amazon.com has also made an

with the reviews of existing users. Online shopping is like a

entry into the Indian market in 2012 with Junglee.com, an

web-mart where all the goods are available. Online

online shopping site powered by the $ 48 billion company

shopping portal provides us with benefits to shop every
item extending from minor purchases of books, grocery,

ONLINE SHOPPING IN INDIA

clothing, footwear etc. to that of major supplies like

Online buying is growing exponentially throughout the
world. UK is biggest online shopping nation in the world
followed Denmark, Norway and Korea. In Nigeria and other
African countries the number of users is still far below the
world average which is around 30%. Now-a-days due to the
availability of faster internet networks E-commerce
activities are expanding at a faster rate in Nigeria, South
Africa and Kenya. In South Africa, 51% of individuals with

furniture, electronics, cars, residential buildings etc. Online
shopping portals are witnessing a whopping 200% growth
in the sale of electronic items every year. This is driven by
the demands like mobile phones, iPods and MP3 players
not only from metros but also from small cities. Apparels
and accessories (30%) emerged as the second biggest
product category after consumer electronics (34%) and is
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internet access shop online whereas, in Kenya, only 18-24%
makes online purchases. In Nigeria approximately 28% of
the population has internet access according to ITU figure.

ISSN No. 2278-9316

in the country as of June 2012. Of which, 99 million were
from urban parts of the country, the remaining 38 million
were from rural India. So, online shopping is flourishing not
only in metros and urban areas but also in rural areas. Of
which Hyderabad sits a big hit. Online shopping in China
topped 59.4 billion Yuan in 2005, more than 90 per cent
from previous years.

According to the study the swiftness of online shopping in
Pakistan is slugging as compared to India and other
countries.
The total value of E-Commerce activities in India has
surpassed Rs.5.7 billion during 2004-05 and Rs.23 billion by
the year 2006-07. According to Rajan Anandan, VP and
Managing Director of Google India, with approximately 8
million Indians shopping online in 2012, online shopping
industry in India is growing rapidly and will continue to see
exponential growth.

Hypothesis Testing: ANOVA Online Shopping
Factors
In this hypothesis testing, one way Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) test is used to measure significant differences of
influencing factors if any. In Table 1, summary details about
the number respondents, summated value of each factor,

According to a survey conducted by IMRB International and
IAMAI, there was an estimate of 137 million Internet users

average of summated value and its variance is available.

Table 1 ANOVA Summary
Groups

Count

Sum

Average

Variance

Transaction Security

500

2271

4.54

0.24

Personal Privacy and Security

500

2202

4.40

0.24

Product Price and Quality

500

1832

3.66

0.22

After - Sales Service

500

1466

2.93

0.73

Convenience and Save Time

500

1992

3.98

0.26

All Time Shopping Accessibility

500

1798

3.59

0.24

Promotion and Advertisement

500

1359

2.71

0.44

Shorter Delivery Period

500

1088

2.17

1.19

Ease of Product Price and Quality Comparison

500

1931

3.86

0.11

Variety of Globally Product

500

1771

3.54

0.24

Customer's Review Availability

500

1634

3.26

1.67

Website Provide Sufficient Product

500

1466

2.93

0.73

Information and Explanation

500

1859

3.71

0.44

In the Table 4, Age is affecting the Product Price and Quality

Convenience and Save Time and Product Price and Quality

and Promotion and Advertisement but not other factors.

not on other factors. Occupation is affecting Transaction

Gender is affecting Transaction Security, Personal Privacy

Security, After-Sales Service, Product Price and Quality,

and Security, All Time Shopping Accessibility, Consumer's

Consumer's Review Availability and Website Provide

Review Availability and Website Provide Sufficient Product

Sufficient Product Information not on other factors.

Information on other factors. Region is affecting Product

Experience is affecting Product Price and Quality and Ease

Price and Quality and Ease of Product Price and Quality

of Product Price and Quality Comparison but not on other

Comparison not on other factors. Qualification is affecting

factors. Income is affecting Transaction Security, Personal

Transaction Security,

Privacy and Security, Product Price and Quality,
Convenience and Save Time, Shorter Delivery Time and
Variety of Global Product but not on other factors.
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Table 4 Outcomes of Chi-square Analysis
TS

PPS

PPQ

ASS

CST

ATSA

PA

SDT

EPPQC

VGP

CRA

WPSI

A

I

I

D

I

I

I

D

I

I

I

I

I

G

D

D

I

I

I

D

I

I

I

I

D

D

R

I

I

D

I

I

I

I

I

D

I

I

I

Q

D

I

I

I

D

I

I

I

D

I

I

I

O

D

I

I

D

I

I

I

I

D

I

D

D

E

I

I

D

I

I

I

I

I

D

I

I

I

I

D

D

D

I

D

I

I

D

I

D

I

I

Here, 'I' mean Independent and 'D' mean Dependent.

to identify collinearity prior to performing a linear
regression analysis).

FACTOR ANALYSIS

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

Factor analysis attempts to identify underlying variables, or
factors, that explain the pattern of correlations within a set
of observed variables. Factor analysis is often used in data
reduction to identify a small number of factors that explain
most of the variance that is observed in a much larger
number of manifest variables. Factor analysis can also be
used to generate hypotheses regarding causal mechanisms
or to screen variables for subsequent analysis (for example,

The first output from the analysis is a Table 5 of descriptive
statistics for all the variables under investigation. Typically,
the mean, standard deviation and number of respondents
(N) who participated in the survey are given. Looking at the
mean, one can conclude that respectability of product is
the most important variable that influences customers to
buy the product through online option. It has the highest
mean of 4.54.

Table 5 Descriptive Statistics
Mean

Std. Deviation

Analysis N

Transaction Security

4.54

.499

500

Personal Privacy and Security

4.40

.491

500

Product Price and Quality

3.66

.473

500

After-sales Service

2.93

.858

500

Convenience and Save Time

3.98

.510

500

All Time Shopping Accessibility

3.60

.491

500

Promotion and Advertisement

2.72

.669

500

Shorter Delivery Time

2.18

1.095

500

Ease of Product Price and Quality Comparison

3.86

.345

500

Variety of Global Product

3.54

.499

500

Consumer Review Availability

3.27

1.296

500

Website Provide Sufficient Product Information

2.93

.858

500

The Correlation Matrix

variable and itself is always 1; hence the principal diagonal

The next output from the analysis is the correlation

of the correlation matrix contains 1s. The correlation

coefficient. A correlation matrix is simply a rectangular

coefficients above and below the principal diagonal are the

array of numbers which gives the correlation coefficients

same. The determinant of the correlation matrix is shown

between a single variable and every other variable in the

at the foot of the Table 6 below.

investigation. The correlation coefficient between a
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Table 6 Correlation Matrixa,b
TS

PPS

PPQ

ASS

CST

ATSA

PA

SDT

EPPQC

VGP

CRA

WPSPI

TS

1.00

.757

.774

-.859

-.509

-.757

-.754

-.916

-.368

1.00

-.851

-.859

PPS

.757

1.00

.586

-.895

.026

-1.00

-.885

-.885

.329

.757

-.806

-.895

PPQ

.774

.586

1.00

-.886

-.022

-.586

-.300

-.536

-.285

.774

-.952

-.886

ASS

-.859

-.895

-.886

1.00

-.002

.895

.672

.801

-.032

-.859

.986

1.00

CST

-.509

.026

-.022

-.002

1.00

-.026

.345

.443

.773

-.509

.006

-.002

ATSA

-.757

-1.00

-.586

.895

-.026

1.00

.885

.885

-.329

-.757

.806

.895

PA

-.754

-.885

-.300

.672

.345

.885

1.00

.954

-.169

-.754

.554

.672

SDT

-.916

-.885

-.536

.801

.443

.885

.954

1.00

.064

-.916

.726

.801

EPPQC

-.368

.329

-.285

-.032

.773

-.329

-.169

.064

1.00

-.368

.083

-.032

VGP

1.00

.757

.774

-.859

-.509

-.757

-.754

-.916

-.368

1.00

-.851

-.859

CRA

-.851

-.806

-.952

.986

.006

.806

.554

.726

.083

-.851

1.00

.986

WPSPI

-.859

-.895

-.886

1.00

-.002

.895

.672

.801

-.032

-.859

.986

1.00

Total Variance Explained
The Table 7 shows all the factors extractable from the

the first factor Operational Easiness accounts for 70.090%

analysis along with their Eigen values, the percent of

of the variance, the second Safe and Fast Online 18.770%

variance attributable to each factor, and the cumulative

and the third Online Operational Excellence 11.141%. All

variance of the factor and the previous factors. Notice that

the remaining factors are not significant.

Table 7 Total Variance Explained
Initial Eigen values
Comp

Total

Extraction Sums of Squared LoadingsRotation Sums of Squared Loadings

% of
Variance

Cum. %

Total

% of
Variance

Cum. %

Total

% of
Variance

Cum. %

1

8.411

70.090

70.090

8.411

70.090

70.090

4.981

41.510

41.510

2

2.252

18.770

88.859

2.252

18.770

88.859

4.674

38.950

80.460

3

1.337

11.141

100.000

1.337

11.141

100.000

2.345

19.540

100.000

4

3.363E-16

2.803E-15

100.000

5

1.590E-16

1.325E-15

100.000

6

5.318E-17

4.431E-16

100.000

7
8

1.065E-17
-2.113E-19

8.872E-17
-1.761E-18

100.000
100.000

9

-7.236E-17

-6.030E-16

100.000

10

-1.505E-16

-1.254E-15

100.000

11

-1.814E-16

-1.511E-15

100.000

12

-2.664E-16

-2.220E-15

100.000

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Scree Plot
The scree plot (Chart 1) is a graph of the Eigen values

how many factors to retain. The point of interest is where
begins to flatten between factors 3 and 4. Note also that

against all the factors. The graph is useful for determining

factor 4 has an Eigen value of less than 1, so only three

the curve starts to flatten. It can be seen that the curve

factors have been retained.
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Chart 1 Scree Plot
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Component (Factor) Matrix
The Table 8 below shows the loadings of the twelve

contributes to the variable. The gap on the Table represent

variables on the three factors extracted. The higher the

loadings that are less than 0.5, this makes reading the Table

absolute value of the loading, the more the factor

easier. We suppressed all loadings less than 0.5.

Table 8 Component Matrixa
Component
1
Transaction Security

-.945

Personal Privacy and Security

-.919

Product Price and Quality

-.795

After-sales Service

.964

Convenience and Save Time

2

3

.601
.896

All Time Shopping Accessibility

.919

Promotion and Advertisement

.817

Shorter Delivery Time

.929

Ease of Product Price and Quality Comparison

.573
.962

Variety of Global Product

-.945

Consumer Review Availability

.929

Website Provide Sufficient Product Information

.964

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

below, we can see that convenience and save time, and

a. Three components extracted.

ease of product price and quality comparison are

Rotated Component (Factor) Matrix

substantially loaded on Operational Easiness Factor
(Component) 3 while personal privacy and security, all

The idea of rotation is to reduce the number factors on

time shopping accessibility, promotion and advertisement,

which the variables under investigation have high loadings.

and shorter delivery time are substantially loaded on Safe

Rotation does not actually change anything but makes the

and Fast Online Factor (Component) 2. All the remaining

interpretation of the analysis easier. Looking at the Table 9

variables transaction security, product price and quality,
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after-sales service, variety of global product, consumer

information are substantially loaded on Online Operational

review availability and website provide sufficient product

Excellence Factor (Component) 1.

Table 9 Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1

2

Transaction Security

-.663

-.603

Personal Privacy and Security

-.534

-.820

Product Price and Quality

-.986

After-sales Service

.849

3

.526

Convenience and Save Time

.947

All Time Shopping Accessibility

.534

.820

Promotion and Advertisement

.978

Shorter Delivery Time

.872

Ease of Product Price and Quality Comparison

.935

Variety of Global Product

-.663

Consumer Review Availability

.922

Website Provide Sufficient Product Information

.849

-.603
.526

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

is affecting Transaction Security, After-Sales Service,

Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.

Product Price and Quality, Consumer's Review Availability

a. Rotation converged in 5 iterations.

and Website Provide Sufficient Product Information not on
other factors. Experience is affecting Product Price and

FINDINGS

Quality and Ease of Product Price and Quality Comparison

ANOVA – Online Shopping Factors Analysis (as shown in

but not on other factors. Income is affecting Transaction

Table 1) observed value of Fcal ratio value is much higher

Security, Personal Privacy and Security, Product Price and

than tabulated value of Fcrit ratio. It means null hypothesis

Quality, Convenience and Save Time, Shorter Delivery Time

is rejected and alternate hypothesis is accepted. We can

and Variety of Global Product but not on other factors.

conclude that there is a significant difference among the

By the Descriptive Statistical Analysis of Factor Analysis (as

selected factors. It means all these factors don't remain

shown in Table 5), I have found that respectability of

same in deciding online purchase preferences.

product is the most important variable that influences

By Chi square (Test of Independence) (as shown in Table 2),

customers to buy the product through online option. It has

Age is affecting the Product Price and Quality and

the highest mean of 4.54.

Promotion and Advertisement but not other factors.

By the Total Variance Explanation of Factor Analysis (as

Gender is affecting Transaction Security, Personal Privacy

shown in Table 6), We noticed that the first factor

and Security, All Time Shopping Accessibility, Consumer's

Operational Easiness accounts for 70.090% of the variance,

Review Availability and Website Provide Sufficient Product

the second Safe and Fast Online 18.770% and the third

Information on other factors. Region is affecting Product

Online Operational Excellence 11.141%. All the remaining

Price and Quality and Ease of Product Price and Quality

factors are not significant.

Comparison not on other factors. Qualification is affecting

By the Scree Plot of Factor Analysis (as shown in Chart 1), It

Transaction Security, Convenience and Save Time and

can be seen that the curve begins to flatten between

Product Price and Quality not on other factors. Occupation
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factors 3 and 4. Also that factor 4 has an Eigen value of less

functional and hedonic benefits. Website design elements

than 1, so only three factors have been retained.

and aesthetics, the audiovisual impact, and customization

By the Rotated Component (Factor) Matrix (as shown in

affect consumer psychographics and consumer interest in

Table 9), I found that convenience and save time, and ease

buying online. The retailer should make obtainable and

of product price and quality comparison are substantially

provide details about the product/service alternatives

loaded on Operational Easiness Factor (Component) 3

obtainable, features, and price, as well as information

while personal privacy and security, all time shopping

about delivery schedules, warranty services, return and

accessibility, promotion and advertisement, and shorter

exchange policies, post-sales service, and related technical

delivery time are substantially loaded on Safe and Fast

support. Establishing, communicating, and maintaining

Online Factor (Component) 2. All the remaining variables

consumer trust and confidence on issues of personal

transaction security, product price and quality, after-sales

information are critical to an online retail business. The

service, variety of global product, consumer review

retailer should strive to cultivate consumer feelings of

availability and website provide sufficient product

safety, security, and trust in the system. The retailer, for

information are substantially loaded on Online Operational

instance, may encourage consumers to make a trial

Excellence Factor (Component) 1.

purchase initially, with the goal of securing a repeat
purchase if the consumer is satisfied. A simple and

CONCLUSION

unambiguous purchase transaction process was identified

It has become imperative that business organizations

as a major driver, which will necessarily impact the

reorient their businesses to the new market paradigm. This

facilitators and the dependents. Consumers are often

paper looks into critical success factors in online

apprehensive and wary of shopping online because of

purchasing, marketing and retailing from a consumer's

computer illiteracy, technological complexity, or a lack of

perspective, since long-term success and survival depend

understanding of the buying/transaction process via the

on consumer satisfaction. Ease of navigation, quick loading

Internet. A consumer should be able to search the Web and

times, and an accurate product/service delivery system

transact with ease.

were identified as drivers of the online retail system. Ease
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CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY (CSR) FOR DEVELOPMENT
OF ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS
Anil B. Adsule

ABSTRACT
A business grows in multiple dimensions. People from different walks of life contribute for the development of business. Business
is not a homogenous entity but it is a sum total of different stakeholders who contribute for its development. As such, it is the
responsibility of the business to reciprocate to the expectations of different stakeholders. One most important segment is society.
Business is a custodian of various socio-economic resources; as such it is necessary that business should try to contribute for
protection of society as a whole. One such area where business should exhibit its concern is environmental protection.
Environment protection is no longer an economic factor but it has socio-political and cultural dimension. Caring for environment
is not merely spending some money to reduce economic evils but also create a congenial and pollution free atmosphere which
promotes concern for people.
The present paper discusses various issues related with environmental protection and social responsiveness of corporate to
protect environment.
KEY WORDS :- Corporate Social Responsibility, Environmental protection, Socio-economic resources

INTRODUCTION:

society and issues of social concern. Corporate citizens are

The concept of CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY (CSR)

now playing a larger role in total social set up than ever

is gaining importance in all corners of life.

before.

Every

Hence, corporation's efforts towards

organization is developing its own knowledge base for

environmental protection have gained more importance.

cultivating healthy CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

The present paper deals with identifying issues and

(CRS)

problems related with corporations' efforts towards

practices. The purpose of this development is to

identify various issues of social concern and offering a

environmental protection and its implication.

meaningful answer to this problem. From this point of

OBJECTIVES OF THE PAPER

view, our society and economy has changed significantly in

The principal objectives of the paper are spelled out as
follows:-

last few decades. Corporations have realized their own
limitation as a mere economic organization. Most of the

1. To understand the present menace of environmental
degradation result in socioeconomic threat to the
overall society.

organizations are thinking about restricted economic
interest. They are thinking in terms of larger good of larger
people. As such the concept of CSR has gained a great
importance in last few decades.

2. To identify role of corporations and industries in
intensifying the problem of environmental
degradation.

Issues like pollution,

environmental degradation, deforestation, increase in
unemployment, exploitative use of resources and

3. To assess the various efforts made by different
corporations to minimize intensity of these problems.

damaging the socio cultural health of the society have
gained importance. Corporations are thinking as if they are

4. To suggest measures for improving environmental
status through various Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) activities

responsible economic organs of the society with a greater
responsibility. This has changed their perception towards

© SBPIM
Principal, St. Vincent College of Commerce, Pune
Contact No.: 9890525040
Email Id: anil.adsule@yahoo.com
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PREMISES OF THE PAPER

natural resources. In certain cases the supply can be

The research paper is based on following premises.

maintained but the cost overgrows and burdens the

1. Environmental degradation is not a merely economic
problem but it has various socio – economic
dimensions. The corporate agencies can develop a
suitable policy for environmental protection wherein it
can take care of economic as well as social objectives.

producers.

2.

The tolerance limit of production is

automatically challenged resulting in cost overburden,
reduction in profits and in many cases discontinuance of
product line.
2. ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION AND INDUSTRIES

Development of a multipronged Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) initiative can definitely help in
resolving the problems of environmental degradation
to a great extent.

During last one century we have witnessed a significant
increase in the industrial activities. The size of industries
has increased multifold.

Giant industrial corporations

manufacturing huge quantities of industrial goods has now

WORKING DEFINITIONS

become the reality of modern life.

i.

manufacturing on a very high scale are using every possible

Corporate Social Responsibility

Industrial giants

natural resource available from every corner of the world.

CSR is a concept whereby companies integrate social and
environmental Concerns in their business, operations and
environment with their stakeholders on the voluntary
basis.

The high scale usage of resources has resulted in heavy

ii. Environmental Initiative

depletion of basic natural resources.

The term Environmental initiatives indicates issues related
with environmental degradation, deforestation and other
contemporary environment related problems.

deforestation has made the world a barran desert causing
balance. The extraction from mines on excessive scale has

DISCUSSION

resulted in complete exhaustion of many precious

1. THE MENACE OF ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION

resources.

Environmental degradation is not merely a threat to the

consumption of oil and energy resources has not only

society at large or it should not be considered a loss of

reduced availability of power but at the same time has

precious

economic resources alone, its economic

threatened the very existence of planet earth, increase in

implications are equally serious. No country can afford to

global warming, decay of ozen layer, change in monsoon

They are not taking into account the quantum of usage, the
rate of consumption and even the manner of consumption.
The process of

damage to climate and natures cycle of environmental

The indiscriminate and extra ordinary

neglect growing degradation of environment resulting in

cycles and increase in number of endangered species are

loss to society , economy and different sections of the

some visible symptoms of adverse implications of

society as well.

unplanned and direction less industrial growth.
The consumption of industrial goods and increase in

Whenever the natural resources deplete it is not a loss to

excessive consumerism in the western world has created a

the society alone, it is a more severe threat to business
community.

culture of greed causing damage to very concept of

Because business cannot be conducted

balance, eco-friendly. It will be improper and imprudent to

without having basic natural recourses. Every degradation

say industries are not required but indiscriminate increase

and reduction of natural resources in turn results in

in consumption can also be termed as implication of in

decrease of supply of raw materials and other basic inputs.

prudent industrial development.

This increases cost of production reduces availability,

3. CORPORATE INITIATIVES TO MINIMIZE THE THREAT OF

adversely influences supply side economics and thus the

ECOLOGICAL DISASTERS.

economy and business both are adversely influenced.

Though growth in industrial houses and increase in

Degradation of natural resources cannot be substituted in

consumption culture has resulted in a situation of

many cases. There are no substitute to many precious and
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ecological disaster, industries have soon realized the

4. MEASURES FOR IMPROVING ENVIRONMENTAL STATUS

adverse implications of this severe ecological crisis. Many

THROUGH VARIOUS CSR ACTIVITIES :-

initiatives are now taken by the industries to identify how

Corporation and business houses can undertake different

the losses and threats can be reduced.

initiatives to protect environment.

Industries and corporations have come forward as a matter

desired awareness through appropriate and healthy CSR

of social obligations to reduce these ecological threats by

practices. A few such initiatives which the company should

taking many initiatives.

undertake are -

These initiatives are useful to minimize and in certain cases

i.

the likely losses due to environmental degradation. A few

Launching advertising campaigns to promote
environmental awareness.

such initiatives that many corporations have taken are as

ii.

under
i.

They can develop

To launch various consumer education
programme.

Increased usage of nonconventional and alternative

iii.

energy resources.

To establish plants and systems for purification
and cleanliness of degraded resources to control

ii. Reduction in usage of carbon based and

bio, electronic and cyber waste by adopting

conventional energy sources by improving

appropriate disposal system.

mechanical efficiency, reduction of usage of

iv.

resources and improving input output ratio.

Emphasizing on the principle of recycle – reuse
and reproduce.

iii. Encouraging customers to use eco friendly products.

CONCLUSION

iv. Adopting social accounting standards and carbon

Thus from the above discussion it is clear that

credit system.
v. Encouraging environmental accounting system and

environmental awareness is the need of hour. Business

practices of healthy disclosure of energy

being the most important organ of the society and

consumption and saving.

custodian of major productive resources must come
forward to protect environment by appropriate resource

vi. Encouraging customers to avoid use of

usage. It should control different kind of biological and

environmentally hazardous products.

other waste to avoid degradation of environment and

vii. Educating different social segments to maintain

encourage maintaining sustained ecological balance

healthy and eco friendly climatic conditions.
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CROWD KNOWLEDGE AS A SERVICE -CONCEPTUALIZATION OF
CROWDSOURCING SYSTEM
ABSTRACT

Vijay V. Patil 1
2
Raj Hirwani

Organizations are interested to start crowd knowledge as a service model to outsource tasks, which are traditionally performed
by a small group of people, to globally distributed talent for quicker and low cost solutions. This research paper attempts to gain
a better understanding of what crowdsourcing systems are and what typical architecture aspects are considered in the
development of such systems.
In this paper, the researcher conducted a literature review in the domain of crowdsourcing systems. As a result, the researcher
derived and presented requirements and functional architecting aspects which need to be implemented in a crowdsourcing
system. Examples of successful crowdsourcing use cases are presented with benefits and challenges.
KEY WORDS :- crowdsourcing, crowdsourcing system, crowd Knowledge as a Service, Human Processing Unit.

INTRODUCTION:

designated agent (usually an employee) and outsourcing it

The crowd knowledge as a service is not a new concept.

to an undefined, generally large group of people in the

Outsourcing is not only limited to organisational bodies but

form of an open call.”According to Howe (2009)

has taken a new shape. When companies need solutions to

crowdsourcing works because crowdsourcing draws from a

seemingly insoluble problems, they now can turn to online

global pool of talent, much of which has never before been

marketplaces where they can find innovative and creative

tapped effectively and crowdsourcing allows genuine

problem solving ideas.

meritocracies to emerge - where people are acknowledged

With the number of people online approaching 3 billion by

for the quality of their ideas rather than for their formal

2016 and projected to reach 5 billion by 2020, a new

academic qualifications. All that matters is the final

workforce has emerged that leading organizations are now

product, not the backgrounds of those who contributed to

harnessing. Available on-demand, this workforce has

it. Crowdsourcing directly attracts this new breed of

abundant capacity and the expertise and knowledge to

amateurs; these are people who are not primarily

perform work from simple to complex, and solve problems

motivated by money directly, although they're happy to

and grand challenges. This innovative model, distinct from

make a few extra bucks if the chance arises.These are also

traditional outsourcing, presents a new opportunity to

the kind of people who are working on their own dime and

create a more competitive market position. In 2011 the

who dedicate their leisure time to something they feel

crowdsourcing market growth rate was 75%, exceeding

passionate about, something they love to do rather than

2010's market growth of 53% (crowdsourcing.org, 2011).

have to do.

Jeff Howe coined the term “crowdsourcing” in a seminal

The second section of this paper includes crowdsourcing

article appearing in Wired magazine (Howe, 2006), defines

system functional requirements with popular

it as “...the act of taking a job traditionally performed by a

crowdsourcing site examples. Section three contains high

©SBPIM
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level conceptual architecture of crowdsourcing system

improving the effectiveness of crowd profiling. Public

with detail description of each functional component in it.

Profile information is generally less effective than

Section four states the step by step implementation of

information about resources that they directly create,

crowdsourcing. Crowdsourcing success stories are

own or annotate (A. Bozzon, 2013).

presented in section five. Benefits and Challenges of

Ÿ

Provider should able to leverage crowd to target

crowdsourcing are listed in Section six and seven.

questions by configuring polls, discussion topics, open-

CROWDSOURCING SYSTEM REQUIREMENT

ended queries, ideas and tasks. Task explicit purpose

1. Crowdsourcing HPU: Human Processing Unit

need to be communicated clearly with target crowd

Crowdsourcing core concept is built on Human

Ÿ

computation (HPU) of channeling the vast Internet

Provide incentives, motivational mechanism and
simulation to participants. Don't be too cheap,

population to perform tasks or provide data towards

crowdsourcing is cheap, but it follows the same

solving problems. Human computation is an elastic human

formula of other jobs, the more you ask from the

workforce which provide on demand talent capacity for

crowd, the more you have to give in return

crowdsourcing. Pay for the performance and not for efforts,

Ÿ

is a great feature of crowdsourcing. Market bears the cost

Provider should able to view responses in real time,
which should allow optimizing subsequent questions

of failure and not a provider. Crowd sourcing has the

or actions based on those responses

potential to consumerize the innovation by collaborating
Ÿ

new ideas, products and services to market.

Evaluation of ideas/tasks and validate the ones which
need to progress in a consistent and seamless manner.

Fig 1 - Crowdsourcing Human Processing Unit (HPU)
Ÿ

On - Demand
Talent Capacity

System should have a way of verifying the results. When
outsourcing to a large crowd of non-professional
workers, the results can vary greatly.

Pay - for Performance

Ÿ

Crowdsourcing system should come close to providing
qualitative and quantitative findings/outputs as in
traditional development. Also help to increase

Consumerizes
innovation

productivity, reap the benefits of an elastic workforce,
and reduce costs
Ÿ

Better time to
market

accelerate go-to-market times and improve work
performance
3. Popular Crowdsourcing Sites

2. Functional Requirements
Ÿ

Right Model Selection: Mainly Crowdsourcing can be

Ÿ

Amazon's Mechanical Turk (www.mturk.com / mturk/

used in three models, first model to create new ideas

welcome) One of the most popular crowdsourcing

for innovation called ideation process; second model is

sites, useful for simple tasks like tagging photos,

to outsource simple, least important micro tasks. The

categorizing products, etc.

third important model is outsourcing skilled task which

Ÿ

Create new strategies, opens up new possibilities,

Ÿ

InnoCentive (www.innocentive.com) is for those

can be better performed by selected skillful crowd if

looking to solve complicated questions, but it charge

task design is accurate

accordingly. The company claims to deliver

Right Crowd selection: Create crowd profiling base on

breakthrough ideas and solutions at lower cost, in

expertise area, the analysis of social activities, social

shorter time, and with less risk than previously

relationships, and socially shared contents helps

possible.
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99Designs (www.99designs.com) A crowdsourced

crowdsourcing identity may also be associated with

marketplace for all sorts of graphic designs, where

public profiles on social network sites. The analysis of

buyers post contests for anything from logo to website

social activities, social relationships, and socially

design, and a large pool of designers submit their

shared contents helps improving the effectiveness of

designs and bid on the project in an open competition.

worker profiling

F r e e l a n c e r ( w w w.f r e e l a n c e r. c o m ) Fa m o u s

Ÿ

Evaluation can be done before user start the first task or

crowdsourcing site which offers online jobs to

after they have finished a task. The former applies

freelancers from around the world for everything from

entry questions, prequalification tasks or gold standard

design to web development to programming.

data to determine the expertise or skill level of a

Companies or individuals post projects for a set price,

worker.The latter considers acceptance and rejection

where after freelancers bid on the jobs and offer their

decisions of historic contributions. System should do

services

the automated evaluation based on above criteria and

Utest (www.utest.com) Utest is a company that offers

allocate some score or rank.

software testing that relies on crowdsourcing.

Ÿ

Group formation, Different types of tasks may require

Software makers use Utest's service to test their

different amounts of people. Sometimes, only one

desktop or mobile software with large amounts of

individual per task is needed; in other cases a closed

users. The tests include security testing, functional

group which has specialized skills is necessary to solve

testing, usability testing etc.

the problem and again in some cases the whole open
community is asked to find a solution.

CROWDSOURCE SYSTEM CONCEPTUAL
ARCHITECTURE

Ÿ

Enable coordination, mechanism to collaborate

As a result of literature review; the researcher could derive

between crowds or from crowd to provider to ask any

three major architecture layers listed in below Fig.2user

clarification and provider to crowd to give the

management, task management and contribution

feedback.

management. Each layer further consists of functional

2. Task Management

components which need to be developed while building

Task management to handle the incoming submissions of

crowdsource system (Lars Hetmank, 2013).

tasks and their distribution to the crowd that will solve the

Fig 2 - Conceptual architecture

task

User Management

Ÿ

Register
User

Task Management

Evaluate
User

Design Task

Group
Formation

Assign Task

Enable
Coordination

depends on the task design. Cheat submissions can be
prevented if the task is defined appropriately Task size

Contribution Management

base on type like simple, complex , novel and reward
Evaluate

Select

Rewards

associated with it, submission time, the degree of

Workflow

confidentiality and target crowd need to be defined
clearly. Additionally, the provider user profile and other

1. User Management

contextual information, such as the location or time

User management functions to register users, evaluate

may be automatically assigned to the task

users, to form user groups for different purposes, and to

specification. This information may support the

establish coordination mechanisms among the users
Ÿ

Design Task. The quality of the contributions highly

interpretation of the task by the crowd

Register User, A user profile may record both the user

Ÿ

identity of the worker and of the requester. To improve

Assign Task. Allocating the right task to the right person
at the right time is a key for the success of

the trust between workers and requesters, the
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Fig 3 – Implementation steps

crowdsourcing projects. Intelligent task routing, where
workers are selected based on the task specification
and the user profile. Before assigning a task to the
crowd make sure the worker has sufficient skills and
knowledge to accomplish the task and choose an
appropriate time when the worker can or is willing to
work
Ÿ

Workflow: Coordinates among the inputs and the
outputs of independent human or machine functions
in order to get an optimal result. To design complex

Plan:

tasks with global requirements and constraints.

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Identify Business Need
Map with Crowdsourcing opportunities
Select task having largest business benefit

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Understand task performed today
Redesign task workflow for Crowdsourcing
Identify Crowd workers

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Set up Crowdsourcing workflow
Task output quality metrics
Distribute task to Crowd workers
Monitor work & workers
Measure & report benefit

Companies that want to take advantage of

crowdsourcing need to identify the tasks that would give

Crowdsourcing workflow to combines the issued task,

them the most benefit at an attractive level of effort.

the contributions of the crowd and powerful

Companies need to identify tasks that fill that criterion. A

crowdsourcing algorithm

client-user may have a strong sense of a problem that

3. Contribution Management

needs to be solved and, can drill down to the precise tasks

Contribution management heavily relates to quality

that could benefit from flexible supply and output-based

control and contains functions that evaluate, pre-process,

pricing. The user organization also needs to consult with all

combine and select solutions of the crowd

stakeholders who will be affected by the efficiencies

Ÿ

Ÿ

Evaluation plays a central role in providing feedback to

crowdsourcing will bring.

the task solver in order to increase quality as well as in

Design: Crowdsourcing normally involves task redesign.

selecting the best result from a large set of solutions.

The traditional way of performing tasks is often optimized

Source of evaluation need to be identified, it can come

for an in-house workforce. But in crowdsourcing a supplier

either from another expert from crowd or from

is looking to match a task design with an appropriate

requester. Feedback can be given simultaneously while

worker as well as to allocate tasks in a way that guarantees

the workers are still involved in the task, or

privacy and security to the client. That might mean

asynchronously after the task is completed.

breaking a task down in new ways so that task elements can

Selection algorithm/methods may be used to validate,

be assigned to different workers having more targeted skill

detect cheat submissions and to sustain quality of the

set. Naturally, then, an integral part of the process is to

final result. Selection can be based on majority decision

build profiles of the types of workers the tasks need.

approach or taking help of control group by giving

Implement: The crowdsourcing provider need to scale the

multiple validation tasks as a request to rate the

solution by recruiting a qualified crowd.

submitted solution.

Before launch, the tasks are fully bedded into the team's
routines, including the QA aspects. The client dashboard is

CROWDSOURCING IMPLEMENTATION STEPS

finalized and tasks are released to the crowd. Provider

When seeking to engage external talent, one of the first of

should monitor the crowd and track the progress of task.

many questions one must first ask is: Why are we doing

Appropriate progress and benefit reports need to be

this? What do we hope that external talent can achieve for

published at regular interval.

us that our internal talent cannot (or should not) achieve,

CROWDSOURCING SUCCESS STORIES

and how do we integrate the two together?(Massolution,

Open Innovation Creates Greeting Card Success Story

2013). Fig 3 illustrates crowdsourcing implementation

(Ideaconnection, 2013)

steps like plan, Design and Implement.

United States based greeting cards making company
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decided that it would create a focus group on the Internet

offer global coverage. They are an expensive option, tend

and it would ask these people questions about how they

to delegate to juniors, and are not necessarily in a position

liked the designs of cards and whether they would pay this

to provide the best data. However, to date, they have been

amount of money for a greeting card. But one of the things

the only option.

that company did not expect was that people started

Crowdsource system provider has created a private crowd

designing their own greeting cards and sending them to

of accounting and systems experts in all the countries that

company. They were saying, “We do not like your greeting

the software provider needed to cover. The Crowsource

cards for birthdays, here is a much better idea,” and

system platform allowed that new network of experts to be

company started to agree. It found there is a whole pool of

assembled very quickly, and to cross-validate expert advice

talented artists and graphic designers who, for no cost at all

as part of the workflow.

to company, were sending it designs for greeting cards. And

Secure Data Entry (Massolution, 2013)

company said it was saving something like US$50 million a

The ABC Department of Revenue processes over 10 million

year because its customers were designing their own

tax returns a year and the quality of essential work began

greeting cards.

suffering during tax season, which in turn led to increased

The customers started sending ideas for a whole new range

workloads for examiners in the later stages of the tax cycle.

of greeting cards, things that company had never even

However, the addition of a second shift of seasonal workers

thought about. The customers were improving the current

created further financial and managerial strains. Revenue

product lines of company; they were actually creating new

department needed to eliminate the cost and burden of

product lines at no charge. Even if they had signed away

staffing and supervising seasonal workers with a solution

their intellectual copyright, the customers still seemed to

that would also protect sensitive tax information.

be happy with the outcome because they were getting the

Crowdsourcing Provider data entry solution, chosen by

recognition for designing a card. What company did was to

Revenue department, offers a secure and costeffective

make sure the person who contributed the idea got his or

alternative to staffing a full shift of seasonal data entry

her name on the back of the card – “Designed by . . . of the

personnel. With Snippet technology, sensitive paper

company consortium.” This was crowd interaction that was

documents and scanned, full-context form images never

actually creating new businesses for company.

leave theborders of Revenue department. Breaks tax

This small crowdsourcing story shows how you can actually

documents into digital image Snippets.

get to a point where the customer is working with you and

The Snippets are assigned a random ID, scrambled to

for you, and you are not merely seeing a customer as just an

guarantee security, and sent over a secure internet

object for a sale

connection to remote Cloud network. The Snippet images

Supporting better regulatory compliance through a

are then dispatched to data entry workers who enter and

Captive Crowd (Massolution, 2013)

verify the data using a web browser with a secure

A well-known global software company supplies ERP

connection. Using the Secure Split Technology, fields

software to its global client base. This software is designed

containing sensitive information, such as Social Security

to allow users to comply with local accounting regulations,

numbers and credit card numbers, are further separated

and has to be up-to-date and accurate. Imagine an ERP

into smaller Snippets. All Secure Split Snippets are

system that gives wrong or outdated guidance on tax

distributed to different crowd workers to protect further

compliance, for example. In addition the software provider

the confidentiality of the data. To ensure a 99.99% accuracy

has to provide the information for its own compliance

level, each Snippet is validated by at least two independent

needs. The traditional way of dealing with this problem,

sources before the data is returned to Revenue

which involves multi-country, multi-lingual regulatory

department system.

research, is to rely on management consulting firms who
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The Revenue department now handles the peak processing

Crowdsourcing is not a silver bullet for commerce. It's not

demands of tax season withoutthe cost and burden of

amagic pill which will make all commercial challenges fade

training and supervising seasonal workers. Document

into oblivion. Rather, crowdsourcing harnesses the power

turnaround time has improved70%. In addition, Revenue

of today's communication technologies to liberate the

department has cut costs and eased data processing

potential which exists in large pools of people. It will shift

burdens across all department operations while improving

the way work gets done. This collaboration for open

data accuracy.

innovation with online communities can put companies

BENEFITS OF CROWDSOURCING

ahead of the competition and save millions of dollars that is

Ÿ

Ÿ

Cost-effectiveness, crowd sourced can be done at a

usually spent for research and development. Smart

fraction of the cost of traditional onsite/offshore

companies are learning that openness is a force for growth

sourcing.

and competitiveness.

Quick Turn Around, The time it takes to gather, execute,
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ESTIMATION OF VALUE USING DIVIDEND AND CAPITAL STRUCTURE MODELS
(A CASE STUDY OF ASIAN PAINTS LIMITED)
Jeelan Basha.V.

ABSTRACT
The concept of value is like beauty. Just as it is said that “beauty lies in the eyes of the beholder.” Value is determined by a person
who seeks or perceives value in a thing. In analyzing a company, it is not sufficient just to study its past performance. The
environment- economic, industrial, social and so on must be understood. Business valuation is a fascinating topic, as it requires
understanding of financial analysis techniques in order to estimate value and for acquisition. It also requires good negotiating
and tactical skill. Business valuation is important in determining the present value status as well as the future prospects of a
company. Dividend and capital structure relevance and irrelevance theories are used to determine value of share despite there
are various limitations in practice and truth. Fundamental analysis is perhaps, the most popular method used by investment
analysts for assessing value of a stock. The earnings potential and riskiness of a firm are contributing to the prospects of the
industry to which it belongs.
The financial information that is used will include a company's financial reports and non financial information such as estimates
of growth of demand for the products and expected discount rate, industry comparisons and economic wide changes, changes in
government policies etc.,
Objective of the Study is to study the Estimation of Value using dividend and Capital Structure models of Asian Paints Limited. The
study is based on secondary data and discussions with personnel concerned. The secondary data consists of the annual reports of
Asian paints Ltd., covering for the last five years from 2007-08 to 2012-13. Various other reports like magazines, journals
published books and websites are also referred to for the present study. Tools applied for data analysis in the present study are
financial tools like Dividend per share, Return on Equity, Retention Ratio, Earnings per share, Cost of Equity Sustainable Growth
Rate and Constant Growth Model, Dividend payout ratio, and statistical tools such as compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR),
Simple Average, and Weighted Average. Detailed analysis could not be carried out for the research work because of the limited
time span. Since financial matters are sensitive in nature, same could not be acquired easily.
The conclusion is to know whether it is undervalued or overvalued. The stock is undervalued if the market price of a share is lesser
than its intrinsic value. It is preferable to buy it (at cheaper rate) to make profit. On the other hand, the stock is overvalued, if
market price of a share is higher than its intrinsic value preferring to sell it now to prevent from losing value subsequently.

INTRODUCTION:

tactical skill. Business valuation is important in determining

The concept of value is like beauty. Just as it is said that

the present value status as well as the future prospects of a

“beauty lies in the eyes of the beholder.” Value is

company. Dividend and capital structure relevance and

determined by a person who seeks or perceives value in a

irrelevance theories are used to determine value of share

thing. In analyzing a company, it is not sufficient just to

despite there are various limitations in practice and truth.

study its past performance. The environment- economic,

Fundamental analysis is perhaps, the most popular method

industrial, social and so on must be understood. Business

used by investment analysts for assessing value of a stock.

valuation is a fascinating topic, as it requires understanding

The earnings potential and riskiness of a firm are

of financial analysis techniques in order to estimate value

contributing to the prospects of the industry to which it

and for acquisition. It also requires good negotiating and

belongs.
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Financial tools: Dividend per share, Return on

company's financial reports and non financial information

Equity, Retention Ratio, Earnings per Share, Cost

such as estimates of growth of demand for the products

of Equity, Price to Earnings Ratio(P/E), Projected

and expected discount rate, industry comparisons and

Earnings Growth through Sustainable Growth Rate,

economic wide changes, changes in government policies

Constant Dividend Growth Model and Dividend

etc.,

Payout Ratio.,

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM:

Ÿ

Statistical Tools: Compound Annual Growth Rate

Majority of them burnt their fingers by going through

(CAGR), Simple Average, Trend Analysis and

technical and market sentiments. Estimation of value of a

Weighted Average.

stock is a complex task since it needs requisite technical

Scope and period of the study: The scope of the study is

skill with adequate knowledge. Researchers have restricted

defined in terms of concepts adopted and period under

to the study of financials only and not on other

focus. Firstly, the primary concepts of Return on equity and

factors. Hence, an attempt is made to study on

value of the share are used for measuring profitability and

“Estimation of Value using dividend and Capital Structure

market price of the share is to arrive at various objective of

models: A Case Study of Asian Paints Limited.

the study. Secondly, the study is based on the annual
reports of the company for a period of five years from 2007-

OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY:

08 to 2012-13. The reasons for restricting to this small

To study value of stock of Asian Paints Limited using

period are the time constraint.

Dividend and Capital Structure Models.

Limitations of the Study: The information is used primarily

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:

from historical annual reports available to the public and

Research Design: In view of the objective of the study listed

the same does not indicate the current situation of the

above, exploratory research design has been adopted.

company. Detailed analysis could not be carried out for the

Exploratory research is one, which largely interprets the

research work because of the limited time span. Since

already available information, and it lays particular

financial matters are sensitive in nature, same could not be

emphasis on analysis and interpretation of the existing and

acquired easily.

available information and it makes use of secondary data.

Key Terms Used:

While calculating weighted averages, recent year is given

1. Dividend per Share= DPS=Amount of Dividend
declared/ Number of Outstanding Equity Shares

more weightage (i.e., 5) and distant/last year is given the
least weightage (i.e., 1) considering consecutive numbers.
Ÿ

2. Sustainable Growth= g= ROE*b

Sources of data: The study is based on secondary
The secondary data consists of the annual reports

3. ROE= Return on Equity= (Net profit-preference
Dividend)/ (Equity Share capital + Reserve & Surplus –
Fictitious Assets)

of Asian paints Ltd., covering the last five years.

4. Retention Ratio= (1-D/P Ratio) = b

data and discussions with personnel concerned.

Various other reports like magazines, journals,

5. Required Rate of Return or Cost of Equity
r=Ke= [DPS0 (1+g)/ MPS] +g

published books and websites are also referred to
for the present study.
Ÿ

=

6. Earnings per Share= E= (Net profit-preference
Dividend)/ Number of Outstanding Equity Shares.

Tools of analysis: The data collected for the study is
analysed logically and meaningfully to arrive at

7. Compound Annual Growth Rate = CAGR = [figure of
Current year (2012-13)/figure of last year (2008-09)]
1/4

meaningful conclusions. The following are the tools
applied for data analysis in the present study.
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4. Estimated Value using Constant Growth (Gordon)
Model of Asian Paint Limited is Rs. Rs. Rs. 697.119

Po = DPS0 (1+g)/ (Ke-g)

5. Estimated Value using Walter's Model of Asian Paint
Limited is Rs. 432.865.

Po=46(1.273)/ (0.285-0.201) = Rs. 697.119
2. Walter Model:

6. Estimated Value using Net Income (David Durand)
Approach Model of Asian Paint Limited is Rs. 384.172

Po = [D+ (E-D) r/ Ke] Ke
Po= [46+ (109.47-46) 0.3474/ 0.285]/0.285 = Rs.
432.865

7. Estimated Value using Modigliani Miller's Approach of
Asian Paints Limited is Rs. 385.476.

3. Net Income (David Durand) Approach Model:

8. Estimated Value using Traditional (Abraham Dodd)
Approach of Asian Paints Limited is Rs. 482.071.

Po= (Earnings available to Equity Shareholders/ Ke)/
Number of Outstanding Equity Shares

9. Estimated Value using an Average of these models of
Asian Paints limited is Rs.476.340.

Po= [1050/0.285]/9.59=Rs. 384.172
4. Modigliani Miller's Approach model:
Po=V if Unlevered+ Value of Tax Shield

CONCLUSION:

Po= [EBIT (1-t)/Ke + {[1-(1-tc) (1-te)]/1-td}B]/ Number
of Outstanding Equity Shares

If the market price of share is less than this price, it is
overvalued, otherwise undervalued.

Po= [1546.44 (1-0.3399)/0.285+ {[1-(1-0.3399) (10.1684)]/ (1-03399)}

References:

168.22]/9.59= Rs. 385.476

1. Aswath Damodaran (2009) Damodaran on valuation
Security Analysis for Investment and Corporate
Finance, (2rd ed.)Willey India Private limited,
pp245254

5. Traditional (Abraham Dodd) Model:
Po= m (D+E/3) = P/E Ratio (D+E/3) = [(1-b)/ (Ke -g)]
(D+E/3)
Po= [(1-0.5091)/ (0.285-0.201)] (46+109.47/3) = Rs.
482.071

2. Dr. Viswanath Reddy.C, (2012) “Intrinsic Value
Estimation through Fundamental Analysis: A Case
Study of Dr. Reddy's Laboratories Ltd., Hyderabad”
Indian Journal Finance, pp 49-57.

6. Average of these Models = [Rs. 697.119+Rs.432.865 +
Rs.384.172+

3. Gordon J Alexander., William F. Sharpe.,Jeffery V. Baily
(2008), Fundamentals of Investment, PHI Learning Pvt.
Ltd., New Delhi, pp333-335.

Rs.385.476+482.071]/5 = Rs.476.340

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY:
1. Compound Annual Growth Rate of Dividend per share
of Asian Paint Limited is 27.3%.

4. Prasanna Chandra. (2009), Investment Analysis and
Portfolio Management (3rd ed.)Tata McGraw Hill
Publishing House, New Delhi, pp386-393

2. Cost of Equity using Dividend Growth Model of Asian
Paint Limited is 28.5%

5. Zvi Bodie.,Alex Kane., Alan J. Marcus., Pitabas
Mohanty (2009), Investments, (8rd ed.)Tata McGraw
Hill Publishing House, New Delhi, pp623-636.

3. Sustainable Growth Rate using weighted Average is
20.14%.
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1. Appendix- Financials of Asian Paints Limited
Parameter

2013-12

Dividend Per
Share (Rs.)

46

40

32

27

Return on
Equity (%)

34.74

38.52

39.24

Retention
Ratio (%)

50.91

53.21

Net Profit
Margin (%)

11.54

Earnings per
Share (Rs.)

109.47

Sustainable
Growth Rate
Cost of Equity
/Required
Rate of
Return(Ke/r)
as per
Dividend
Growth
Model

Simple
Average

Weighted
Average

CAGR

17.5

32.5

37.1666

0.273

49.73

33.1

39.066

38.5373

0.012

53.54

54.64

47

51.86

52.286

0.020

11.38

11.61

14.29

7.97

11.358

11.64

0.096

99.92

80.81

80.74

37.78

81.744

92.581

0.305

2012-11

2011-10

2010-09

2009-08

Weighted Average ROE* Weighted Average Retention Ratio = (0.38537*0.52286)

0.201

[DPS0 (1+g)/MPS0] +g = [46(1.273)/4673.40]+0.273

0.285
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HUMAN RESOURCE OUTSOURCING: A STUDY WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE
TO INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ORGANIZATIONS IN PUNE
Daniel Penkar 1
2
Dhananjay Bagul
INTRODUCTION:

within the institute involved in human resource activities.

Human resource outsourcing in broad terms is the transfer

Human resources when taken from the meaning of human

of some business functions or components of business

resource outsourcing is defined as “to expand the work

processes to outside agencies. In simple language human

involved in human resource activities”.

resource outsourcing means that the human resource

In this study paper the human resource activities

function is outsourced to another organization that

outsourced by IT organizations and also the effects of

specializes in human resources, therefore the organization

outsourcing on HR functions, advantages of human

that outsourced to will not have intimate knowledge of the

resource outsourcing and the scenario of human resource

business and they may therefore not be the best people to

outsourcing in India are discussed. This is the survey based

control HR practices.

study regarding IT organizations situated in Pune.

Outsourcing with a literal translation of “outside resource”
in English, is a kind of management pattern, which could

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

help organizations to reduce cost, raise efficiency, focus on

K. Mathew Gilley, Charles R. Greer and Abdul A. Rasheed

core competencies and commit their internal resources to

have stated that, considerable anecdotal evidence

move strategic added functions by integrating and utilizing

suggests that an organization's use of outsourcing of will

excellent and professional resources outside. Human

have an influence on its performance. However few

resource outsourcing refers to that one organization

empirical examinations of the outsourcing performance

outsource certain human resource management or

relationship have been conducted. In this study, authors

functions to other enterprises and organizations. So as to

have analyzed the relationship between the outsourcing of

realize its human cost reduction and efficiency

human resource activities, namely training and payroll and

maximization.

firm performance. In addition authors have hypothesized

Nowadays, to remain competitive, many organizations

that the outsourcing performance relationship is not the

outsource to reduce cost, increase efficiency and refocus

same for all the firms. As a result, they test for the potential

critical resources. Outsourcing of human resource has

moderating effects on firm size. For study purpose sample

provided a solution to several business problems.

consisted of 94 manufacturing firms representing 16 two

A combination of human resource outsourcing is not

digit SIC code industries. Results indicate that both training

simply human resource implications and outsourcing

and payroll outsourcing have implications for firm

meaning. It refers to the use of resources outside the

performance. However findings regarding moderating

organization more economical, more effectively addresses

effect of firm size were inclusive.
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Monica Belcourt, (2006) in her article has highlighted the

organization and that the companies studied pursue four

advantages and disadvantages of HR outsourcing. In the

types of HR strategies; informal and not communicated,

opinion of author, outsourcing of HR functions includes

informal and communicated, formal but not

financial savings, an increased ability to focus on strategic

communicated and formal and communicated. HR strategy

issues, access to technology and specialized expertise and

was found to affect both vertical and organizational

ability to demand measurable and improved service levels.

prosperity to outsource HR activities.

However, there are some indications that these benefits

Mary F. Cook, (1998), has stated that, when you take

are not being realized. Furthermore author has opined that

control of the human resource outsourcing process, you

there may be a serious impact on employee morale and risk

take charge of your future; your company gets the bottom

of transferring expertise and insider knowledge to vendors.

line savings and improved service it demands. Author has

Author has further opened that, managing the outsourcing

further stated that outsourcing leaves you free to refocus

arrangement is critical.

your energies away from labourous administrative tasks

Seema Bhatt, (2004) in her article has highlighted the

and towards the high level strategic function. As per the

emerging trends in human resource outsourcing in India.

opinion of author only outsourcing human resource

As per her opinion today the influence of human resource

functions shows you how to do it right side stepping the

outsourcing stretches from top to bottom. None of the

pitfalls and squeezing out maximum benefits. The author's

departments in company is untouched by its presence.

clear instructions and valuable tools help to decide, in

Author has opined that, outsourcing is an opportunity to

which areas to outsource, development of an effective

restructure the responsibilities of human resources, rather

outsourcing plan choosing the best vendor, negotiate a

than simply moving the decision making process further

sound contract, openly communicate about decisions,

away from the employees for whom they are meant to

outsourcing of specific functions, management of vendor

serve. Author has further stated that, in recent past years

relationship and more.

there has been a stern rise of HR outsourcing. According to

EVOLUTION OF HUMAN RESOURCE
OUTSOURCING IN INDIA

author the main reason for this is to cut down the costs. The
suppliers presently are not just looking for transactional
based functions such as payroll and pension's

The evolution of outsourcing to India is an interesting story.

administration, but also full service HR, which includes

Outsourcing as we know it in India today, began in 1980s

almost everything that an HR department is

when organizations began contracting out specialized

supposed to do.

functions that were not a part of their core business.
Consequent upon liberalization and globalization of

Naresh Khatri and Pawan B. Badhwar, (2002), have

business activities, foreign institutional investors migrated

examined five strategic human resource management

for business purpose in India. Due to this a great deal of

issues using a qualitative methodology. Two of these are

economic prosperity took place in the past decade in the

related to the central organizational level constructs of

cities like Pune, Bangalore, Hyderabad etc. business

structure and culture. The other three pertain to Hr

outsourcing grew at a rapid pace in these cities. IT and ITES

strategy, HR Competencies and HR outsourcing. Semi-

gave a new shape to the Indian economy and made it a

structured interviews were conducted with 35 managers of

world leader in information technology sector.

9 companies from two major industries in the
manufacturing sector – electronic products and machinery

Due to inherent potentialities, India entered into business

/ equipment. Authors have found that, top management

process outsourcing business during the late 1990s and

enlightenment and level of HR competencies together

became the leader in the sphere of outsourcing in the

determine the role and status of the HR function in

current decade especially in IT and ITES sector.
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HUMAN RESOURCE OUTSOURCING:
AN INDIAN CONTEXT

attempted to make a significant contribution by exploring

Outsourcing of human resource process has been accepted

the nature of outsourcing HR practices in selected IT

by many organizations to manage costs more effectively.

organizations. Such type of study is significant to know the

Outsourcing of non-core activities allow human resource

effects of outsourcing HR practices in the entire human

professionals to move away from routine administration to

resource management process of IT organizations. This

more strategic role. The organizations can focus on higher

study is also important to understand the opinions of HR

value added activities while the outsourcing provider takes

officials regarding advantages of outsourcing HR function.

on higher value added activities while the outsourcing

Taking in to account significance, the present study sets the

provider takes care of day to day administration. Critical

following objectives.

middle and large sized organizations. This study has

internal resources such as technology and talent, can be

OBJECTIVES OF STUDY

devoted to organization's core business. Outsourcing

1. To know the outsourced human resource activities in
IT organizations situated in Pune.

reduces the need for large capital expenditures in non-core
activities. Therefore outsourcing becomes a strategy for

2. To know the effect of human resource outsourcing in IT
organizations situated in Pune.

reducing the capital intensity of the organization. The
number of executives of Indian organizations understood
of not only cost savings but also heightened strategic focus.

3. To understand the advantages of human resource
outsourcing

But still in India HR executives are not clear about what

SELECTION OF SAMPLE

the benefits of human resource outsourcing being in terms

exactly is human resource outsourcing and issues like

For the purpose of study 25 IT organizations have been

quality and trust needs to be addressed properly.

selected randomly. In order to obtain a balanced views,

According to many HR officials, the basic reasons

opinions and perceptions regarding the effects and

hampering the growth of human resource outsourcing in

advantages of human resource outsourcing, 2 human

India are confidentiality and cost factors. Besides the fear

resource officials from each selected IT organization have

of losing jobs losing control over confidential data ethics

been selected (i.e. 25 organization X 2 HR officials = 50 HR

and quality of outsourcing vendors, security breaches and

Officials).

overall confidence in the vendors deters many
organizations. That is why the human resource outsourcing

Pune- Information technology (IT) Hub of
Maharashtra

industry in India is on the back foot. Government and the
industry's failure to take issues like data security and the

Pune has been at the centre of IT activities for the past few

data privacy. This is where Indian human resource

years, software exports have touched Rs. 5841 crores in the

outsourcing organizations face the major handicap. The

last decade. Several IT companies are evincing greater

Indian is still grappling with drafting a data protection law

interest in Pune, a IInd Tier city. Over all tier I cities like

designed to quell growing privacy concerns from their

Bangalore, Hyderabad, Chennai and Delhi. Pune is slowly

offshore clients.

becoming the hub of huge IT – ITES (Information

SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY

technology Enabled Services), BPO (Business Process

The increasing global competition in the corporate world,

Outsourcing), and investments.

forced Indian IT organizations to give top priority to the

Pune city is a home to all the major IT companies – Infosys,

issue of human resource outsourcing. Outsourcing the

Wipro, Zensar Technologies, Cognizant, KPIT, Kanbay, Tata

human resource process is the latest practice followed by

Technologies, TCS to name a few.
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DATA ANALYSIS AND OBSERVATIONS

maintaining employee database, and statutory

With a view to understand the status of human resource

compliances records etc.

outsourcing, HR officials of selected IT organizations have

The following table shows the opinions of HR officials

been interviewed. Percentage method has been used to

regarding the effect of HR outsourcing.

analyses the data collected from the HR officials.

Table No. 2 Effects of human resource
outsourcing

Table no. 1HR activities Outsourced
No. of IT Organizations

No. of HR officials

Activities Outsourced
Recruitment and Selection

N=
25

%
100%

Payroll

23

92%

Performance Appraisal

08

32%

Employee Verification

13

52%

Other HR activities

09

36%

Effects of Outsourcing
N=
39

%
78%

Has enabled HR management
to better human capital
management

43

86%

There is a direct and indirect
Cost reduction

46

92%

Outsourcing helped to improve
service quality

37

74%

Outsourcing allows to saves
time and effort of pre-screening
candidates

41

82%

Has enabled HR management
to focus on the strategy issue

The recruitment and selection is the major function of the
HR department and recruitment process is the first step
towards creating the competitive strength and the
strategic advantage for the organizations. Therefore,
almost all the selected IT organizations (100%) have
outsourced their recruitment and selection activity, with a
view to develop a pool of qualified and professional
employees for the future human resources needs. Majority

The above table shows that 78% HR officials agree with the

of HR officials have opined that, outsourcing of recruitment

fact that the process of human resource outsourcing has

and selection process helps to increase the pool of job

enabled them to focus on the strategic issues to make

candidates at minimum cost and organization is free from

business more productive, efficient and profitable.

salary negotiations, weeding the unsuitable resumes /

Outsourcing of HR activity has enabled management

candidates.

officials for better human resource management, stated
86% HR officials. Majority of HR officials (92%) have opined

From the above table we come to know that 92% IT

that due to outsourcing of HR activities there is a reduction

organization have outsourced their payroll function.

in direct costs (advertising costs, job board costs, job fair

Because it enables the management to focus on the core

costs, travel costs etc.) and indirect costs (cost incurred for

competencies and strategic planning. Apart from this,

the purpose of recruiting within the organization). Indirect

organizations do not have to keep the track of law related

costs include the fully loaded salaries of organization's

to salaries and compensations; it is outsourcing firm which

recruitment team, infrastructure costs such as applicant

has to look after it. It offers qualitative results and it is very

tracking system costs or other system or technology costs

much time saving and cost effective. It also offers legal

used in the recruitment process. 74% HR officials opined

protection as the outsourcing firm is responsible for all the

that, due to HR outsourcing the overall service quality of

legal matters. Because of all these reasons many IT

organization has improved and according to 82% HR

organizations have outsourced their payroll functions. 52%

officials, due to HR organization they are able to save time

IT organizations have outsourced employee verification

and efforts for pre-screening the candidates.

function and 36% IT organizations have outsourced other

The following table indicates the opinions of HR officials

HR activities such as training and development,

regarding the advantages of human resource outsourcing.
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Table No. 3Advantages of human resource
outsourcing

In the periods of high employee turnover there is a
uncertainty and inconsistency to the operations.

No. of HR officials

Outsourcing of HR activities will provide a level of

Advantages of Outsourcing
Cost and efficiency saving
Reduce Overheads
Operational Control
Staffing Flexibility
Continuity and Risk Management
Development of Internal Staff

N=
48
43
38
40
36
33

ISSN No. 2278-9316

continuity of the activities in the period of high employee

%
96%
86%
76%
80%
72%
66%

turnover. While reducing the risk that a substandard level
of operation would bring to the organization. Outsourcing
the human resource functions would reduce the risk and
allow the organization to keep operating, that is it enable
the management to keep continuity and manage the risk of
high employee turnover, opined 72% HR officials.

Back office functions that are complicated in nature, but

A large projects need to be undertaken that requires skills

size of the IT organization is preventing performing at a

and which the present staff does not possess on site.

consistent and reasonable cost. There is a efficiency in

Outsourcing of the project will bring people with the skills

savings because of HR outsourcing, opined 96% HR

which is required in the organization. Present staff of the IT

officials. Overhead cost of performing a particular back

organization can work alongside them to acquire the new

office functions are extremely high. Therefore it is essential

skill set, opined 66% HR officials.

to outsource these functions. According to 86% HR officials

CONCLUSION

there is a reduction in such overhead costs due to
outsourcing of some simple functions such as

In IT organizations the scope of process outsourcing has

telemarketing, data entry etc.

widened over the past few years to also include knowledge
process outsourcing operations. Customer care is the

Functions which cost is running out of control must be

largest contribution in the business process outsourcing

considered for outsourcing. Departments that may have

segments. The last decade has witnessed the industry

evolved overtime into uncontrolled and poorly managed

evolve from executing projects at the lowest end of the

areas are prime motivations for outsourcing. In IT

value chain to one where Indian IT organizations are

organizations there are too many projects, not enough

aggressively bidding for and winning large scale

people and a budget that for exceeds their contribution to

turnaround projects.

the organization. A contracted outsourcing agreement will
force management to prioritize their request and bring

Nowadays, Indian IT organizations are benefited with

control back to that area this is the

variety of outsourcing services such as payroll, customer
care, database marketing, accounting, tax processing,

another important advantage of human resource

transaction document management, HR hiring, Training

outsourcing, stated 76% HR officials.

and development etc. through the present survey study it is

HR outsourcing will allow operations that have seasonal

observed that, outsourcing of HR has been a satisfactory

cyclical demands to bring in additional resources when

and profitable experience for most of the IT organizations

there is a need and may release them when work is

in Pune.

complete. In many It organizations' account departments
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IMPACT OF RUSHIKULYA GRAMYA BANK FINANCE ON INCOME,
EXPENDITURE AND SAVINGS OF THE BENEFICIARIES: A CASE STUDY IN
THE GANJAM DISTRICT OF ODISHA
P. L. Bisoyi 1
2
Nilesh Dangat

ABSTRACT
Rushikulya Gramya Bank (RGB) is the first of the three Regional Rural Banks (RRBs) sponsored by Andhra Bank was established
on 14th February, 1981 under the provision of the Section 3 of the Regional Rural Bank Act, 1976 with its head office at
Berhampur, Ganjam, Odisha. The bank has been uplifting the socio-economic status of the district of Ganjam district of Odisha.
The objective of this paper is to study the impact of Rushikulya Gramya Bank finance on income, expenditure and savings of the
beneficiaries. The study is descriptive in nature and makes use of primary and secondary data. Primary data is collected from 331
beneficiaries with the help of interview schedule. For verification of the hypothesis 't' test is used. The study finds and concludes
that Rushikulya Gramya Bank finance has positive impact on the beneficiaries.
KEY WORDS :- Income, Expenditure, Savings

INTRODUCTION:
Banks play an important role in the mobilization and

other productive activities in the rural areas, credit and

[1]

allocation of resources in any country . Rural people in

other facilities particularly to the small and marginal

India are facing problems in the inadequate supply of

farmers, agricultural labourers, artisans and small

credit. The major sources of credit to the rural households,

entrepreneurs and for matter connected therewith and

particularly low income working households, have been

incidental thereto” [4].

the informal sector. Informal sector advances loans at very

Rushikulya Gramya Bank is the first of the three Regional

high rates of interest; the terms and conditions attached to

Rural Banks sponsored by Andhra Bank was established on

such loans have given rise to an elaborate structure of

14th February, 1981 under the provision of the section 3 of

intimidation of both economic and non-economic

the Regional Rural Bank Act, 1976 with its head office at

[2]

conditions in the rural population in India . Regional Rural

Berhampur, Ganjam, Odisha. As a scheduled Commercial

Banks were established under the provision of an

Bank, it is authorized to conduct all types of banking

ordinance promulgated on the 26th September 1975 and

activities under Section-5B of the Banking Regulation Act

the Regional Rural Bank Act, 1975 with an objective to

1949. Rushikulya Gramya Bank is affecting the socio-

ensure sufficient institutional credit for agriculture and

economic life of the people of Ganjam district.

other rural sectors[3]. The objectives as given in the
preamble of the Regional Rural Banks Act of 1976 were “to
develop the rural economy in providing for the purpose of
development of agriculture, trade commerce, industry and
© SBPIM
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OBJECTIVES:

income during summer season. Wage earning was the

1. To study the impact of Rushikulya Gramya Bank
finance of on income of the beneficiaries

prime source of income which forms the total income
whereas;

2. To study the impact of Rushikulya Gramya Bank
finance of on expenditure of the beneficiaries

agriculture was the main source for landholders who
accounted for 50 percent. Per family total consumption

3. To study the impact of Rushikulya Gramya Bank
finance of on savings pattern of the beneficiaries

expenditure for wage earners and agriculturist was worked
out to be Rs. 6570 and Rs. 7312 respectively. Benson (2001)
[7] in his doctoral dissertation on 'Analyze the Problems,

HYPOTHESIS:

Utilization and Repayment Performance of Rural Credit

1. There is no significance difference between pre loan
income and post loan annual income of the
beneficiaries.

Institutions in Kerala' evaluated the impact of assistance of
rural credit agencies on the level of income, employment,
assets position and standard of living of borrowers. He

2. There is no significance difference between pre loan
annual expenditure and post loan total expenditure of
the beneficiaries.

found that the performance of the banks was fairly good
during the post nationalization period. It was realized that
undue delay in sanctioning of loans, lack of co-operation of

3. There is difference between pre loan savings and post
loan savings of the beneficiaries.

bank officials and need for personal security were the
major problems faced by the borrowers of loans. Untimely

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:

and inadequate credit, lack of supervision and domestic

Present research is descriptive in nature. This study makes

needs were the major reasons for diverting funds by the

use of both primary and secondary data. Secondary data is

borrowers. He also found that the borrowers improved

collected through different books, journals, magazines, etc.

their income, employment, assets position and

Primary data is collected from 331 beneficiaries with the

standard of living.

help of interview schedule. The beneficiaries have been
collected with the help of systematic sampling.

DATA ANALYSIS:

For

analysis of data SPSS is used and forverification of the

Impact on annual income of the beneficiaries:

hypothesis t test is used.

Pre loan and post loan average annual income of sample

REVIEW OF LITERATURE:

beneficiaries are compared to find the impact of bank loan

Jain and Sarawgi (1981) has done a study to assess the

during the post loan period. Sector wise annual income

'Impact of Farm Loans on the Farm Production, Income and

generated in the pre and post loan period is cited in the

Employment of the Selected Tribal Farmers in the Dindori

table-1. The average annual income in the agriculture

Block of Mandla District of Madhya Pradesh'. They found

sector in the pre loan of the sample beneficiaries was Rs.

that there were 43. 04 percent increase in the total farm

68272.49 and in the post loan period it was increased to Rs.

production with loan facilities. The total income of the

97601.90, and the average annual income of SSI sector in

borrowers increased 28 percent in the post loan period.

the pre loan period was Rs. 48772.50 and in the post loan

They concluded that the farm credit had positive impact in

period it has increased to Rs. 72623.75. Similarly for service

rising the farm production and income in the study area.

sector and other sector pre loan annual average income

Raut et al. (1992) conducted 'A Study on Employment,

was Rs. 56491.07 and Rs. 96156.25 has increased to Rs.

Income and Expenditure Pattern of Nasik District of

80261.36 and Rs. 105984.38 respectively in the post loan

Maharashtra'. Agriculture coupled with livestock was

period. On the whole pre loan average annual income was

found to be the major sources of employment. The

Rs. 62589.09 and post loan period it has increased to Rs.

collection of minor forest products was the only source of

86976.86.
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Table-1 Category wise pre and post loan annual income (Rupees)
Sr. No.

Sectors

Pre Loan Total

Pre Loan Average

Post Loan Total

Post Loan Average

Annual Income

Annual Income

Annual Income

Annual Income

1

Agriculture

7919609.00

68272.49

11321820.00

97601.90

2

SSI

3901800.00

48772.50

5809100.00

72613.75

3

Service Sector

5818580.00

56491.07

8266920.00

80261.36

4

Other

3077000.00

96156.25

3391500.00

105984.38

20716989.00

-

28789340.00

-

62589.09

-

86976.86

-

Grand Total
Annual Average Income
Source: Field Survey

Hypothesis: There is no significance difference between

Impact on annual expenditure of the beneficiaries:

pre loan annual average income and post loan annual

Pre loan and post loan average expenditures of sample

average income of the sample beneficiaries.

beneficiaries are compared to find the impact of bank loan

The difference between two income levels is statistically

during the post loan period. The sector wise annual

tested by using difference of means test. The value of two

average expenditure in the pre and post loan period is

tail significance is less than .05(p<.05), as such the

presented in the below table-2. The average annual

difference between means is significance. The critical value

expenditure of the agriculturist in the pre loan was Rs.

at 0.05 levels of significance is 3.182 and the calculated

49208.97 and in the post loan period it has increased to Rs.

value of t (3) is 5.21,p< 0.05. So the hypothesis there is no

63486.21 and the average annual expenditure of the small

significance difference between pre loan annual average

scale industrialist have increased form Rs. 42052.50 in the

income and post loan annual average income of the sample

pre loan period to Rs. 52508.75 in the post loan period.

beneficiaries is rejected. Hence there is a difference

Similarly for service sector and other sector in the pre loan

between pre loan annual average income and post loan

annual average expenditure was Rs. 44555.34 and Rs.

annual average income of the sample beneficiaries. Thus

61725.00 has increased to in the post loan period of Rs.

there post loan average income is more than pre loan

55409.71 and Rs. 73281.25respectively. On the whole pre

income.

loan average annual expenditure was Rs. 47241.21 in pre
loan has increased to Rs. 59266.77in the post loan period.

Table-2 Category wise pre and post loan annual expenditure of sample beneficiaries (Rupees)
Sr. No.

Sectors

Pre Loan Total

Pre Loan Average

Post Loan Total

Post Loan Average

Annual Expenditure

Annual Expenditure

Annual Expenditure

Annual Expenditure

1

Agriculture

5708240.00

49208.97

7364400.00

63486.21

2

SSI

3364200.00

42052.50

4200700.00

52508.75

3

Service Sector

4589200.00

44555.34

5707200.00

55409.71

4

Other

1975200.00

61725.00

2345000.00

73281.25

15636840.00

-

19617300.00

-

47241.21

-

59266.77

-

Grand Total
Annual Average Expenditure

Source: Field Survey
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Hypothesis: There is no significance difference between

beneficiaries is compared to find the impact of bank loan

pre loan annual average expenditure and post loan total

during the post loan period. The sector wise annual savings

annual average expenditure of the sample beneficiaries.

in the pre and post loan period is presented in the table-3.

The difference between the two expenditure levels is

The average annual savings in the agriculture sector in the

statistically tested by using difference of means. The value

pre loan of the sample beneficiaries was Rs. 19080.77 and

of two tail significance is less than .05(p<.05), as such the

in the post loan period it has increased to Rs. 34219.14 and

difference between means is significance. The critical value

in the SSI sector it has increased form Rs. 7881.25 in the pre

at 0.05 levels of significance is 3.182 and the calculated

loan period to Rs. 20112.50 in the post loan period.

value t (3) is 13.693,p<.05. So the hypothesis there is no

Similarly for service sector and other sector in the pre loan

significance difference between pre loan annual average

annual average savings was Rs.11940.58.34 and Rs.

expenditure and post loan total annual average

34618.75 has increased to Rs. 24851.65 and Rs. 32893.75

expenditure of the sample beneficiaries is rejected. Thus

respectively in the post loan period. On the whole pre loan

there is significance difference between pre loan annual

average annual savings was Rs. 15654.23 has increased Rs.

average expenditure and post loan total annual average

27766.59in the post loan period. It is also found that the

expenditure of the sample beneficiaries. Post loan average

annual average dissaving was Rs. 306.34 in the pre loan

expenditure is more than pre loan expenditure.

period and reduced to Rs. 56.50 in the post loan period. It

Impact on annual savings of the beneficiaries: Pre loan

clearly indicates that bank loan has positive impact on the

and post loan annual average saving of sample

savings patterns of the sample beneficiaries.

Table-3 Category wise pre and post loan annual savings (Rupees)
Sr. No.

Sectors

Pre Loan Total

Pre Loan Average

Post Loan Total

Post Loan Average

Annual Savings

Annual Savings

Annual Savings

Annual Savings

1

Agriculture

2213369.00

19080.77

3969420.00

34219.14

2

SSI

630500.00

7881.25

1609000.00

20112.50

3

Service Sector

1229880.00

11940.58

2559720.00

24851.65

4

Other

1107800.00

34618.75

1052600.00

32893.75

Grand Total5181549.00

-

9190740.00

-

Annual Average Savings

15654.23

-

27766.59

-

Source: Field Survey
Hypothesis: There is difference between pre loan savings

calculated value of t (3) is 2.551, p<.05. Hence the

and post loan savings.

hypothesis is accepted. Hence there is difference between

The difference between pre loan and post loan saving is

pre loan savings and post loan savings. Thus the post loan

tested statistically by using the difference of mean test. The

savings are more than pre loan savings i.e bank loan has

value of two tail significance is less than .05(p<.05), as such

created positive impact on savings of agricultural inputs in

the difference between means is significance. The critical

the study area.

value at 0.05 levels of significance is 3.182 and the
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CONCLUSIONS:
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WHAT ATTRACTS CONSUMERS TO SHOP ONLINE? A LITERATURE REVIEW
Prachi Ganesh Khade

ABSTRACT
While a large number of consumers in the US, Europe and now even India frequently shop on the Internet, research on what
drives consumers to shop online has typically been fragmented. The acceptance of e-commerce among consumers has
stimulated the rise of virtual stores. This paper therefore helps in understanding of consumers' attitudes toward online shopping
and their intention to shop on the Internet. The review shows that attitudes toward online shopping and intention to shop online
are not only affected by ease of use, usefulness, and enjoyment, but also by exogenous factors like consumer traits, previous
online shopping experiences, and trust in online shopping. Global spending online rose more than fourfold to 591 billion Euros
($855 billion) in the decade through 2010, trade organization Interactive Media in Retail Group said. Forrester Research Inc, a
technology and market research company, predicts internet retail sales will increase by at least 10 percent annually through
2015 in Western Europe and the US, with even faster growth in the Asia-Pacific region.
KEY WORDS :- Information media, Internet, Shopping, Virtual reality, Virtual store, Online Marketplace

INTRODUCTION:
Due to the current advances in Information and

Despite slowing penetration of regular internet users, the

Communication Technologies and consumers' increasing

number of consumers using the internet to shop for

interest in entertaining and interactive retail

consumer goods and services is still growing (Forrester

environments, the sector of retailing is forced to pursuit

Research, December 2001). Research from the GfK Group

innovation to maintain existing consumers and attract new

shows that the number of online shoppers in six key

ones. Especially the use of virtual reality techniques offers

European markets has risen to 31.4 percent from 27.7

tools for supporting the design of innovative systems

percent last year. However, not only the number of online

capable of enhancing this process. The Internet has

shoppers grow, the volume of their purchases also

become an important channel for companies to offer direct

increases over-proportionally. This raises the issue of

sales to their customers. Its capacity to access, organize

examining what factors affect consumers to shop online.

and communicate information in a more efficient way

Online shopping features can be either consumers'

enables firms to conduct business over the Internet. This

perceptions of functional and utilitarian dimensions, like

type of business is referred to as e-business. With its

“ease of use” and “usefulness”, or their perceptions of

dynamic, rapidly growing, and highly competitive

emotional and hedonic dimensions like “enjoyment”

characteristics, e-commerce promises new avenues for the

(Menon and Kahn, 2002; Childers et al., 2001; Mathwick et

creation of wealth (Amit and Zott, 2001). Thus, e-

al., 2001). Companies are already harnessing the power of

commerce has now emerged as possibly the most

virtual reality, the combination of technologies that allows

representative distribution channel in a wide range of

users to experience three dimensional, computer-

industry such as airline, commodity retailing, etc. One of

generated environment through sound, sight and touch.

the most visible business use of the internet is consumer

Virtual reality has already applied to gathering consumer

retailing. Retailers are focusing on the busiest and most

reactions to new automobile designs, kitchen layout etc.

convenient locations as they rely on the internet more.
© SBPIM
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THE MEDIUM BECOMES THE MARKETPLACE

performance), attitude (person assessment toward the

The web can be described as a communication medium, as

technology) and behavioral intention (the degree to which

a marketing channel and as a tool of channel-less

a person will perform a certain behavior). Some researches

marketing it cannot be disposed off as one of these things.

(Oh et al., 2009; Chen and Tan, 2004) carried out that

It is an arena where virtual presence, having online

playfulness/enjoyment, information quality and trust

marketplace is must to be in the competition.

affect a positive consumer attitude, by extending the

When TV was making its entry as a new communication

traditional TAM. In fact, enjoyment can be considered by

medium, Marshall Macluhan the noted communication

consumers as a motivational factor for the choice of the

guru, drew attention to the uniqueness of the medium,

virtual store for their purchases.

with the statement 'The medium itself is the message'. The

BASIC DETERMINANTS OF ATTITUDE AND
INTENTIONS TOWARD ONLINE SHOPPING

same we can say about the web: 'The medium itself is the
marketplace'. The medium has become a bazaar, the

Motivations of consumers to engage in online shopping

largest, most dynamic, sleepless, electronic bazaar or mall

include both utilitarian and hedonic dimensions. Whereas

of goods and services. Currently, virtual reality is

some Internet shoppers can be described as “problem

successfully applied to e-commerce and e-tailing, by

solvers”, others can be termed seeking for “fun, fantasy,

providing efficient digital models for objects, salesperson,

arousal, sensory stimulation, and enjoyment” (Hirschman

appealing environments capable of creating impressive

and Holbrook, 1982). The problem solvers merely shop

virtual stores (Jin, 2009; Lee and Chung, 2008). According

online in order to acquire a specific product or service, in

to Katerattanakul and Siau (2003), the image of these

which case shopping is considered to be “an errand” or

stores is mainly based on the system facilities (i.e. fast

“work” (Babin et al., 1994). Their main concern is to

system response and secure transactions), product variety

purchase products in an efficient and timely manner to

and related information, convenience (in terms of

achieve their goals with a minimum of irritation. In

navigability efficiency and location indicator), as well as on

contrast, the second category sees online shopping as

a pleasant and attractive graphic design. In fact, a high

“enjoyment” and seeks for the potential entertainment

aesthetic appeal of a virtual store might result in high

resulting from the fun and play arising from the Internet

pleasure for users.

shopping experience. These perceptions influence

CONSUMER ACCEPTANCE OF VIRTUAL STORE

consumers' attitude toward online shopping and their

Since the increasing importance of virtual stores and their

intention to shop on the Internet “Service excellence” is the

influence on shopping mode choice and purchasing

consumer's appreciation of delivered promises and

decision (Oh et al., 2009; Ha and Stoel, 2010),

performed functions. Service excellence operates as an

understanding consumer' acceptance of these stores is

ideal, a standard against which judgments are ultimately

emerging as a new hot topic. Till date, most of the studies

formed (Holbrook, 1994). “Control” relates to an

investigated consumers' response toward the choice of

individual's perception of the availability of knowledge,

virtual stores by focusing on the Technology Acceptance

resources, and opportunities required to perform a specific

Model (Davis, 1989), in order to predict their attitude

behavior, in our case online shopping. “Computer

toward accepting the new store. This model is based on the

playfulness” is the degree of cognitive spontaneity in

key constructs of perceived ease of use (the degree to

computer interactions. Playful individuals may tend to

which a person believes that using the technology will be

underestimate the difficulty of the means or process of

free of effort), perceived usefulness (the degree to which a

online shopping, because they quite simply enjoy the

person believes that using the technology improves his/her

process and do not perceive it as being effortful compared
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to those who are less playful. “Computer anxiety” is

To the extent that minimal context or system-specific

defined as an individual's apprehension or even fear when

information is given, the individual will make system-

she/he is faced with the possibility of using computers. This

specific evaluations based on prior experiences with the

influences consumers' perceptions regarding the “ease of

system. In the online shopping context, consumers

use” of the Internet as a shopping medium in a negative

evaluate their Internet shopping experiences in terms of

way, since using a computer is one of the necessary

perceptions regarding product information, form of

requirements for online shopping.

payment, delivery terms, service offered, risk involved,

In addition to these dimensions, “site characteristics” like

privacy, security, personalization, visual appeal, navigation,

search functions, download speed, and navigation, also

entertainment and enjoyment. Such past experiences

play a role in shaping “ease of use”(Zeithaml et al., 2002).

decrease consumer's perceived risk levels associated with

Intrinsic motivation for Internet shopping is captured by

online shopping. However, if these past experiences are

the “enjoyment” construct in our framework. Intrinsic

judged negatively, consumers are reluctant to engage in

value or “enjoyment” derives from the appreciation of an

online shopping in future occasions.

experience for its own sake, apart from any other

TRUST IN ONLINE SHOPPING

consequence that may result. “enjoyment” results from

Lack of trust is one of the most frequently cited reasons for

the fun and playfulness of the online shopping experience,

consumers not shopping on the Internet. Since this

rather than from shopping task completion. The purchase

shopping medium is relatively new and most of them have

of goods may be incidental to the experience of online

only little experience with it, shopping on the Internet

shopping. Thus, “enjoyment” reflects consumers

provides a challenge to many consumers. Rotter (1971) has

perceptions regarding the potential entertainment of

found that in novel situations, people rely on their general

Internet shopping.

disposition to trust. The most salient source of trust in a

CONSUMER TRAITS

retail setting is the salesperson, where consumer trust is

Consumer traits that are of interest in understanding why

dependent on the salesperson's expertise, likeability, and

consumers shop on the Internet include demographic

similarity to the customer. However, with online shopping

factors and personality characteristics. Four relevant

this physical salesperson is replaced by help buttons and

demographic factors – age, gender, education, and income

search features, thus removing the basis of consumer trust

– (Burke, 2002) have a significant moderating effect on the

in the shopping experience. Furthermore, online shopping

relationship between the three basic determinants “ease

also contains a level of risk. Consumers cannot physically

of use”, “usefulness”, and “enjoyment” and consumers'

check the quality of a product or monitor the safety and

attitude toward online shopping. Previous online shopping

security of sending sensitive personal and financial

experiences Intention to shop online is also influenced by

information while shopping on the Internet. This condition

consumers Internet shopping history. It is demonstrated by

creates a sense of powerlessness among online shoppers.

past research findings that prior online shopping

Next to this, contextual factors like security and privacy

experiences have a direct impact on Internet shopping

have an impact on consumer trust in shopping on the

intentions. Helson (1964 )Online shopping suggests that an

Internet. A high level of security and privacy in the online

individual's response to a judgmental task is based on three

shopping experience has a positive effect on consumer

aspects:

trust, owing to the lowered risk involved with exchanging

(1) Sum of the individual's past experiences.

information. In general, the level of trust, interpersonal as
well as institutional, is positively related to consumers

(2) The context or background.

attitude and intention to shop on the Internet. Violation of

(3) The stimulus.

consumers trust in online shopping, in terms of privacy
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invasion or misuse of personal information, negatively

of incorporating e-commerce into their repertoire of

influences attitude toward online shopping and leads to

services in order to serve their customers 24/7. However, in

reluctant behavior among consumers to shop on the

establishing an online presence next to their existing

Internet in future occasions.

physical stores, retailers encounter the difficulty of not
being able to use the same format for both online and

COMPARISON BETWEEN ONLINE SHOPPING
WITH TRADITIONAL SHOPPING:

traditional stores. Retailers have to be aware of the
advantages and disadvantages of online shopping

After identifying the factors that affect consumers' attitude

compared to traditional shopping to understand

and intention to shop online and placing them in our

consumer's motives to choose one channel over the other.

proposed framework, the next step is to investigate the

For instance, Internet shoppers are not able to gain the

differences, similarities, advantages and disadvantages of

experience they usually get when shopping the traditional

Internet shopping compared to shopping in brick-and-

way, e.g. interacting with a salesperson, feeling the

mortar stores, so-called traditional or real world shopping.

atmosphere, and touching or trying the merchandise in

Current retailing trends show a shift from traditional store-

cases where these features are specifically important to

based retailing to an increased use of the Internet. In the

consumers, they will choose to engage in traditional

past few years, many businesses have faced the challenge

shopping over online shopping.

Traditional shopping

Online shopping

Sales clerk service

Product descriptions, information pages, gift services,
search function, clerk on the phone/e-mail

Sales promotion

Special offers, online games and lotteries, links to other
sites of interest, appetizer information

Store window displays

Home page

Store atmosphere

Interface consistency, store organization, interface and
graphics quality

Store layout

Screen depth, browse and search functions, indices,
image maps

Number of floors in the store

Hierarchical levels of the store

Number of store entrances and store outlets/branches

Number of links to a particular online retail Store

Checkout cashier

Online shopping basket and/or order form

Look and touch of the merchandise

Limited to image quality and description, potential for
sound and video applications

Number of people entering the store

Number of unique visits to the online retail Store

Sales per period

Sales per period

Source: Lohse and Spiller (1999)

LIMITATIONS

consumers intention to shop on the Internet that are not

Although there are different studies on the subject of

included in the literature to date. However, we are

online shopping, technology acceptance and the

confident that we have given an overview of the most

acceptance of the Internet as a shopping medium in

relevant factors in this context.

particular, there can always be factors of influence on
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2. Brown, S.P., Challagalla, G. and Ganesan, S. (2001),
“Self-efficacy as a moderator of information-seeking
effectiveness”, Journal of Applied Psychology, Vol. 86
No. 5, pp. 1043-51.

review and has never been tested in its entirety using
empirical evidence. This implies that some caution should
be taken in applying the findings that can be derived from

3. Burke, R.R. (2002), “Technology and the customer
interface: what consumers want in the physical and
virtual store”, Journal of the Academy of Marketing
Science, Vol. 30 No. 4, pp. 411-32.

our framework. Furthermore, the author has defined
“online shopping” as the use of online stores by consumers
up until the transactional stage of purchasing and logistics.
Undoubtedly, this is not the correct definition, since

4. Forrester Research (2001), “Online shopping speeds
up as UK Internet users mature reveals Forrester's
latest UK Internet user monitor”, 5 December,
ava i l a b l e at : w w w.fo r re ste r
.com/ER/Press/Release/0,1769,659,000,htm

shopping on the Internet is considered to be a process that
goes beyond the boundaries of just browsing web stores.

CONCLUSION
While a large number of consumers in the US and Europe

5. G f K G r o u p ( 2 0 0 2 ) , a v a i l a b l e a t :
www.gfk.com/investor/finanzberichte/gb2002englis
h/index.

frequently shop on the Internet, research on what drives
consumers to shop online has typically been fragmented. In
this paper, we therefore propose a framework to increase

6. Holbrook, M.B. (1994), “The nature of customer value:
an axiology of services in the consumption
experience”, in Rust, R.T. and Oliver, R.L. (Eds), Service
Quality: New Directions in Theory and Practice, Sage,
Newbury Park, CA, pp. 21-71.

researchers' understanding of consumers' attitude
towards online shopping and their intention to shop on the
Internet. The review shows that attitude toward online
shopping and intention to shop online are not only affected
by ease of use, usefulness, and enjoyment, but also by

7. Kotler, Keller, Koshy, Jha, “ Marketing Management”,
Twelfth Edition .

exogenous factors like consumer traits, situational factors,
product characteristics, previous online shopping

8. Parasuraman, A. and Zinkhan, G.M. (2002),
“Marketing to and serving customers through the
Internet: an overview and research agenda”, Journal of
the Academy of Marketing Science, Vol. 30 No. 4, pp.
286-95.

experiences, and trust in online shopping.
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF SELECTED FINANCIAL ASPECTS OF AHMEDNAGAR
DISTRICT CENTRAL COOPERATIVE BANK & NASHIK DISTRICT
CENTRAL COOPERATIVE BANK

Kishor S. Nikam 1
2
H. D. Thorat

INTRODUCTION:
Co-operative organizations occupy an important position

which recommended, “ a state- specific strategy of the

in the financial system of India. Co-operative organizations

state Governments entering into a Memorandum of

were initially developed as formal institution to provide

understanding (MOU) with the Reserve Bank of India to

credit to the rural population in India. Thus co-operative

deal with the dual regulatory control over Urban Co-

organizations are considered as a key instrument of

Operative Banks (UCB s ) and the establishment of the Task

financial inclusion, which reach to the remote rural areas.

Force for UCBs in these states, the Task Force on Revival of

Although these organizations can play a key role in the

co-operative Credit Institutions constituted by the

process of financial inclusion, their financial viability and

Government of India in 2004 recommended the state

soundness continue to be the key areas of concern. If their

Government to enter into MOU with the central

financial health is improved, they can contribute

Government and National Bank for Agriculture and Rural

significantly towards financial inclusion.

Development (NABARD) for implementation of the revival

At present rural credit co-operative institutions providing

package for rural co- Operative institution.

short term and long term credit continue to suffer from

STRUCTURE OF CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT
INSTITUTIONS:-

several structural weaknesses, such as poor resource base,
high levels of accumulated losses, lack of trained
employees, and professional management etc. These co-

The distinctive feature of the Co-operative Credit structure

operative institutions have been traditionally subjected to

in India is its heterogeneity. The structure differs across

a dual control form the Reserve Bank of India and State

rural and urban areas, as well as across states and tenures

Governments. The committee on Financial Sector

of loans. Urban Co-operative banks (UCBS) serve the urban

Assessment (CFSA) 2009 describes the dual control as “the

areas. These banks are subdivided into scheduled and non

single most important regulatory and Supervisory

scheduled UCBS, and scheduled UCBS form a small

weakness in the co-operative banking sector.

proportion of the total number of UCBS. The operations of

In order to overcome the problem of dual control the

UCBS, both scheduled and non-scheduled, are limited

Reserve Bank of India has taken several steps to develop a

either to one state (Single State) or across states (Multi

stronger and unified regulatory frame work for the co-

State). Most of the non-scheduled UCBS are Single State

operative sector. One of the steps was the preparation of a

UCBS with single tier structure.

Vision Document by the Reserve Bank of India, in 2005,
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Rural co-operative Structure is divided into short term and

(SCARDBS) at the apex level, next, the Primary Co-

long term structure. The short-term Co- operative

operative Agriculture and

structure is a three tier structure, consisting of state Co-

Rural Development Banks (PCARDBS) at the district

operative Bank (STCBS) at the apex level. District Central

or block level. This is referred to as the federal structure of

Co-Operative Banks (DCCBS) at the intermediate district

long term credit Co-operatives. There is also a unitary

level and Primary Agriculture Credit Societies (PACS) at the

structure where the SCARDBS channel credit through their

village level. This structure is referred to as federal

own branches. In some states, however, there is a mixed

structure of the short term credit Co-Operatives. In the

structure where both unitary and federal structures co-

northern-eastern region the unitary structure is observed,

exist. In the states, not having the long term structure,

where STCBS provide credit directly to PACS, instead of any

separate sections of the STCBS provide the long term credit

district level intermediary.

requirement of rural areas.

The long term Co-operative structure includes the State Cooperative Agricultural and Rural Development Banks
Co - Operative Credit Institutions

Long term

Short term

Urban

Credit

Credit

Co - Operative

Institutions

Institutions

Banks

State Co - Operative

Banks

State Agricultural

Development Banks

District central

Primary Co - Operative

Co - Operative

Agricultural Developement

Bank

Bank

Primary Agricultural
Co - Operative
Societies

DISTRICT CENTRAL CO-OPERATIVE BANK (DCCB)
According to the NABARD Act, 1981. District Central Co-

Main Objectives of a DCCB are:-

Operative Bank means the principal Co-Operative Society

i. To act as balancing centre of finance for the primary

in a district of a State, the primary object of which is the

societies in the district,

financing of other Co-Operative societies in that district.”
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a. by providing them with funds when they face
b.
ii.

It has been observed that nearly a half of India has still

shortage of funds and by serving

remained unbanked as there are certain areas where

as a clearing house for their funds which are

banking services are not available. At present only 55

surplus.

percent of the population is having saving account and nine

To encourage thrift and collect savings from members

percent of them are having credit accounts. Thus there is a

and others.

huge scope for promoting financial inclusion where Cooperative can play a leading role.

iii. To provide a safe place for investing the reserves of

The main challenges for financial inclusion are a large

primary societies.

number of regulations, political involvement, limitations of

iv. To provide banking facilities to the members.
v.

ISSN No. 2278-9316

information technology especially internet, inefficient

To develop and extend banking facilities in rural areas.

project appraisal system etc. On account of these

vi. To develop the Co- operative movement in the district

challenges, a large number of cases of non recovery of

on the sound lines.

loans and financial assistance are being dragged into

vii. To supervise, guide and control the working of

various forums including Public Demand Recovery and

member's societies.

Debt Recovery Tribunal.

viii. To promote financial inclusion in the country.

The main problem is that a large number of people are

FINANCIAL INCLUSION

eager to take money but they don't like to return them.
People are always ready to receive services but they are not

Financial inclusion implies the delivery of financial services

interested to pay for it. This is another problem. These

at affordable costs to the sections of disadvantaged and

problems arise because of the mentality of certain persons.

low income segment of society, where those services are

Unless people are made aware about the consequences of

not available or affordable.

this problem, financial inclusion cannot make rapid

Indian Institute of Banking and Finance defines financial

progress as expressed by those who are aware of the

inclusion as “the delivery of banking services at an

benefits of financial inclusion

affordable cost (no frills access) to the vast sections of

Recently the Reserve Bank of India has taken a few steps for

disadvantaged and low income group”. It is argued that

creating opportunity for financial inclusion in India. These

unrestricted access to public goods and services is

steps include

necessary for an open and efficient society. A banking

I)

service is in the nature of public good hence it is necessary

No frill Account.

II) Importance of Know Your Customers ( KYC )

that availability of banking facilities and payment services

III) Introduction of general credit card scheme.

to the entire population without discrimination is the

IV) One time settlement of overdue loans up to Rs
25000.

prime objective of the public policy.
Financial inclusion is the process of ensuring access to

V) Kisan credit card ( KCC )

appropriate financial products and services to the people,
who are in need of them so long as people of low income

VI) Financial literacy.

groups and weaker sections of the society, were not having
any means to take advantage of financial services,

VII) Information and communication Technology
intervention ( ICT )

Government has to take initiatives so as to include them. It

VIII)Branch licensing policy of banks.

is in this context the Co-operative institutions can play a

IX) Opening of ultra small branch and

significant role in the process of financial inclusion.

X) Kiosk banking. 2
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The RBI is aiming that banking services to be rendered to

iii. Banking analysis including risk analysis,

lower income groups people and rural people, where ICT

profitability analysis and provisions for

will help in providing services and keeping people informed

capital reserve allocation and collateral

about various services provided by the banks.

management.

It has also been decided to promote small banks in rural

iv. Banking finance including general ledger and

areas on the basis of their commercial viability.

reporting.

The banking services have identified a new segment of kids

v.

Banking channels such as teller systems, side

and children, with campaign “ Aaj ki chillar kal ki note bun

counter (sales) applications, mobile banking

Jane do ” which means that, let the paisa of day be rupee in

and online banking solutions.

tomorrow.

vi. Best practice work flow processes.

Taking into consideration the steps taken by the RBI and

vii. Content management facilities.

initiatives taken by some banks financial inclusion can

viii. Governance and compliance capabilities,

make rapid progress in India.

such as internal controls management a n d

“The mobile phone revolution is sweeping across globally

auditing.

and has potential to dramatically transform the lives of

ix. Security control and audit capabilities.

rural poor” It is estimated that 8 million rural Indians, who

According to NABARD, initially all the DCC banks will have

own mobile phones, do not have access to banks. Today

to implement the core banking system where information

India is insisting on making use of mobile banking

of all accounts will be available on the bank's internet so

technologies as a means not only for bridging the digital

that basic transactions can be carried at any branch. This

divide, but also fostering financial inclusion, which has

technology has been successfully used in most of the

been recognized as a key priority for security of the future

private and public sector banks in India. Some urban co-

success of the country. 3

operative banks have also implemented this technology.

DISTRICT CO-OPERATIVE BANKS AND CORE
BANKING

Once core banking is widely adopted, services such as debit
cards, ATM withdrawals and on-line transactions can be
made available to customers. DCC banks which mostly have

NABARD has asked out the District Co-operative Banks

farmers as their account holders do not provide these

(DCBs) to get approvals from their Board of Directors to

services yet. The NABARD had invited representatives of

introduce practice like the core banking system, which is

31 DCC banks in the state for meeting in Pune. The banks

required to launch Ru-pay-enabled debit cards.

were asked to shift to core banking and train their

“Core banking has historically meant the critical systems

employees in the system. The banks will have to bear the

that provide the basic account management features and

expenses to introduce the new system and these will have

information about customers and account holdings.

to be approved by the respective boards of directors.

Modern packaged core banking platforms are typically

Core banking will bring accounts of all the DCC Banks on a

more holistic and often include the following features:
i.

common platform which already has account details from

Customer relationship management features

all private and public sector banks and urban co-operative

i n c l u d i n g a 3 6 0 d e g re e c u s t o m e r

banks. This platform is supported by the National Payment

view.
ii.

Corporation of India with the Ru-Pay technology, which

The ability to originate new products and

offers flexibility and nationwide accessibility to account

customers.

holders while withdrawing money or making payments
using debit cards.
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The Ru-Pay enabled debit cards, promoted for farmers by

HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY

NABARD will subsequently have national accessibility,

i.

making it possible for farmers to withdraw or pay money
anywhere in the country. Currently farmers are forced to
carry cash with them. People from urban areas also face

The financial performance of Ahmednagar District
Central Co-operative Bank
and
Nashik District
Central Co-operative Bank stands sound on select
parameters of the study.

ii. The functioning of the bank is adversely affected due
to lack of cohesive financial plan and absence of
strategic financial systems

similar problems when they travel to remote areas. Besides
Ru-Pay cards, more ATMs will also be setup in rural areas.
The Union Government has encouraged banks and private

iii. The banks under study need re-organization of
financial systems in order to compete in a free and
competitive environment.

banks to open ATM in rural areas.
In order to face the future challenges the co-operative
banks need to have sound processes, professional

iv. The service quality of the Ahmednagar District Central
Co-operative Bank is better than that of the Nashik
District Central Co-operative Bank.

management and leadership having incentives and
motivation. The most important factor for success of the
co-operative banks is the cohesiveness between
employees, the management and members of banks. The

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

co-operative banks urgently need professionals with an

District Central Co-operative Banks (DCCBs) play a key role

open mind set, training in I.T. and behavioral aspects, so

in providing facilities to agriculturists, artisans etc. A DCC

that they will be able to offer better customer service and

Banks is basically a federal society of primary societies in a

maintain better interpersonal relations. Taking into

district. It provides financial accommodation to village

consideration these developments relating to the District

primary cooperatives which are in need of financial

central co-operative banks it was decided to study the

assistance for satisfying credit needs of the members. Thus

financial performance and service quality provided by the

DCC Banks plays an important role in developing

two leading banks from Nashik revenue division of

agricultural credit cooperatives and other types of

Maharashtra State, namely Ahmednagar District Central

societies. The financial and service performance of a DCC

Co-operative Bank and Nashik District Central Co-operative

Bank has deep impact on rural development. DCC Banks

Bank.

serve as a connectivity link between the state cooperative
Bank and primary cooperative credit societies. They also

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

act as a balance Centers by transferring the funds of those

1. To study the financial performance of Ahmednagar
District central co-operative Bank Ahmednagar
(ADCCB).

societies which have a surplus to others with a s shortage of
funds. Taking into consideration the key role played by the
DCC Banks, it was decided to study two leading DCC Banks

2. To study to financial performance of the Nashik District
central co-operative Bank, Nashik (NDCCB).

from Nashik division of Maharashrta State, namely
Ahmednager District Central Co-operative Banks (ADCCB)

3. To trace the evolution of co-operative theory and
movement in India.

and the Nashik District Central cooperative Bank (NDCCB),
with special emphasis on financial and services

4. To compare financial performance of the ADCCB and
NDCCB to find out strengths and weaknesses of them.

performance provided by these Banks.

SCOPE OF THE STUDY:

5. To study the service quality provided by these banks.

Maharashtra State has six Administrative (revenue)

6. To suggest measures to improve their performance in
respect of financial management and providing quality
service.

divisions, namely Kokan division, Nashik division, Pune
division, Aurangabad division, Amarawati division and
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Nagpur division. For the purpose of present study Nashik

District Central Co-operative Banks (DCC Banks) and at the

division was selected. This division includes five districts

lowest (village) level there are Primary Agriculture Credit

namely Nashik, Ahmednagar, Dhule, Nandurbar and

Societies (PACs). The smaller states and Union Territories

Jalgaon districts. When population, Gross domest product

(UTs) have a two-tier structure with SCBs directly meeting

(GDP) and per capita income of these districts were taken

the credit needs of PACs. DCC Banks acts as a link between

into consideration, it was observed that Nashik and

the SCB and the PACs. The main task of DCCBs is to lend

Ahmednagar districts were the leading districts of the

money to affiliated village primary Societies. The DCCBs are

Nashik Division. Hence the two districts were selected for

expected to attract deposits from the general public.

carrying out comparative study of their financial

Data Collection

performance and service quality for the period over 2000-

The necessary data was collected from both, the secondary

01 to 2009-10.

and primary sources.

LIMITATIONS OF THE PRESENT STUDY

a) Secondary data

The present research studies namely “A comparative study

Secondary data was collected from the following sources

of selected Financial Aspects of Ahmednager District

i.

Central Cooperative Bank and Nashik District Central

Reports of the committees and commissions
appointed by the Government of India and

Cooperative Bank” during the period 2001-2010. Thus the

the Reserve Bank of India.

study has been limited to the two leading banks only, out of

ii. Reports of the co-operative Department of

five DCC Banks of Nashik Division of the Maharashrta State.

Maharashtra State.

Thus the DCC Banks of Dhule, Nandurbar and Jalgaon have
not been covered by the present study. In order to study

iii. Economic Survey of India and Economic

the performance of all the DCCBs of Nashik Division the

Survey of Maharashtra State for various

remaining banks need to be covered to get the information

years.

about DCCBs performance of Nashik Division as a whole.

iv. Annual Reports of Ahmednagar District

Secondly the time period covered by the present study is

central co-operative Bank and Nashik

ten years only. Thirdly, primary data was collected with the

District central co-operative Bank for the year

help of questionnaires, from the respondents; hence

2000-01 to 2010.

conclusions are based on the responses given by the

v.

respondents.

Articles from journals, magazines and news
papers of repute, etc.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:

b) Primary data.

The Co-operative movement in India gained moments with

In order to collect additional data interviews were held

the enactment of the credit Society Act 1904, this act was

with the officers of the ADCC Bank and NDCC Bank.

restrictive in scope as it permitted only Primary Credit

For the purpose of collecting data on service quality

Societies, and kept non credit and federal societies out of

provided by these banks, the data was collected from both

its scope. The Co-operative Societies Act 1912 removed

the bank customers and the bank employees.

many of these shortcomings and served as a model for

Sources of Primary Data Collection

subsequent Acts passed by the State Governments under

The present data has been collected from both of the

the constitutional reforms of 1919, co-operative Societies

sources.

became a province (state) subject. The Co-operative Credit

a) Primary sources

Structure includes a State Co-operative Bank at the apex

b) Secondary sources

level in each State, at the middle (District) level there are
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Sources
Primary sources

Particulars
1. For the purpose of the study the units of
the bank had been selected as 5 percent of
the total branches for both of these banks..
Out of total 282 branches of ADCC 14 branches
and out of 213 branches of NDCC 10 branches
were selected at random and from each of the
selected branch a convenience sample of 30
customers were selected and the primary data
was collected through questionnaire.
2. The questionnaires were prepared for the
bank employees and bank customers.
Secondary Sources. This data had been collected from the
published literature such as
1)Commission and committee reports.
2)Reports of the Government Departments
3)Reports of some international bodies as well
as national bodies i.e. World Development
Bank, IMF, RBI, NCERT, Economic Survey of
India as well as Maharashtra, etc.
4) Annual reports of Ahmednagar District
Central Cooperative Bank and Nashik District
Central Cooperative Bank.
5) Articles from Journals, Magazines and
Newspapers of repute & internet websites.

ISSN No. 2278-9316
Purpose
As the primary data is the data collected by a
researcher through a field work it becomes more
authentic hence the responses were taken from
the respondents to justify the actual comparative
position of both the banks. Viz. Ahmednagar
District Central Co-operative Bank and Nashik
District Central Co-operative Bank.

The purpose of data collection from secondary
sources was to examine the comparative selected
financial aspects on the basis of selected
parameters.

TESTING OF HYPOTHESES
Hypotheses of present study were as follows.

For the purpose to compare financial performance of these

1) The financial performance of Ahmednagar District

banks the average values of certain parameters were

central cooperative Bank and Nashik District central

considered.

cooperative Bank stands sound on select parameters of the

Performance of Banks

study.
Parameter

ADCC Bank

NDCC Bank

Share capital

6267

6477

+

Reserves

172456

174852

+

Own capital

25513

23963

-

Deposits

208432

148557

-

Borrowings

12013

27031

+

Investments

97777

53522

-

Oans disbursed

145701

118948

-

Working capital

261368

215044

-

Net profits

1250

95

-
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The performance of ADCC Bank was better in respected

Fulfillment of Objectives of the study

own capital, deposits, investments loans disbursed,

The objectives of the study have been fulfilled as follows.

working capital and net profit, where the performance of

1.

The first objective was to trace the evolution of
cooperative theory and movement in India. The
chapter II of the study has discussed theory in
detail and the chapter III deals with the evolution
of co-operative movement in India.

2.

The second objective was to study the financial
performance of Ahemdnagar District Central
cooperative Bank. The chapter VII deals with the
detailed study of financial performance of
Ahmednagar District Central co-operative Bank,
for the years 2001-2010.

3.

The third objective was to study the financial
performance of the Nashik District Central cooperative Bank. The chapter VII covers the
detailed study of financial performance of Nashik
District Central Co-operative Bank.

4.

The fourth objective was to compare financial
performance of ADCCB and the NDCCB, to find
out strengths and weakness of them.

the NDCC Bank was better in case of share capital and
reserves and borrowings. It can be concluded that the
financial performance of ADCCB, was better than that of
NDCC Bank, where as the performance of the NDCC Bank
was not sound enough, when selected parameters are
considered.
2) The functioning of the bank is adversely affected due to
lack of cohesive financial systems, well designed financial
plan and absence of strategic financial systems.
For the purpose of testing this hypothesis years were taken
as rows and selected financial parameters on columns.
When ANOVA (two factor without (Reflection) test was
applied it was observed that, F value for rows was 5.25
which was higher than the table value of 1.99 in case of
columns indicating financial parameters the calculated F
value was 91.75 which was higher them the table value
1.94 hence the hypothesis has been proved, so it was

The chapter VII also covers comparison of
financial performance of ADCCB and NDCCB to
find out the strengths and weaknesses of these
Banks.

accepted.
3) The banks under study need re organization of financial
systems in order to compete in a free and competitive
environment.

5.

On the basis of the hypothesis is stated above which was
accepted, it implies that the ADCCB and NDCCB have to
improve their financial performance through
reorganization of financial systems so that they can be
strong enough to survive and grow under modern
economic condition characterized by keen competitive

The fifth objective was to study the service quality
provided by these Banks. Chapter VIII deals with
services quality provided by the bank. The table
no 8.1.8 deals with service quality provided by
these Banks and it was concluded that the service
quality provided by the ADCC Bank was superior
to that of NDCC Bank.
Finally the objective was to suggest measures to
improve the performance of the Banks in respect
of financial management and for providing
quality of service.

environment.
4) The service quality of the ADCC Bank is better than that
of the NDCC Bank.
Table no 8.9.18 which deals with the perception of the

Chapter ix deals with a number of suggestions to
improve the performance of the Banks in respect
of financial management and for improving
quality of service provided by these banks.

customers of the ADCC Bank and NDCC Bank, the values of
Likert scale were higher in case of eleven out of 15
particulars. Hence the hypothesis that. The service quality
of the ADCC Bank is better than that of the NDCC Bank.
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CHAPTER SCHEME

the Banks, Net Profits and various Ratios relating to ADCC

Chapter I: Introduction and Research Methodology

Bank and NDCC Banks for the period 2001-10.

This chapter includes introduction to the topic and

Chapter VIII: Analysis and Interpretation of Primary Data

research methodology. It also contains objectives and

This chapter includes introduction, customer services

hypotheses of the study and also significance, scope and

provided by the co-operative banks, reports of various

the limitations of the study. This chapter also includes

committees, element of service quality responses of the

research methodology of the present study especially

bank employees and bank customers about the services

collection of secondary and primary data.

provided by ADCC Bank and NDCC Bank.

Chapter II: Theoretical Background

Chapter IX: Conclusions and Suggestions

This chapter includes introduction to the concept of

This chapter includes conclusions drawn by way of analysis

cooperation, definition given by various authors of

and interpretation of secondary and primary data and

cooperation, and the principles of cooperation which are

various suggestions are given to improve the financial

discussed in detail.

performance and service performance of the ADCCB and

Chapter III: Review of Literature

NDCCB.

This chapter includes review of the relevant literature i.e.

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

Research done in this field and books also. Thus the chapter
includes review of reference books, review of Ph. D thesis,

A) Conclusions

research papers and articles.

The main object of the study was to compare financial

Chapter IV: An overview of Co-operative Movement

performance of Ahmednagar District Central Co-operative

This chapter reviews cooperative movement in Germany,

bank and Nashik District Central Co-operative bank and to

Great Britain and India since 1904 till today issues and

study the quality of banking services provided by them

challenges of cooperatives, Reforms in cooperative

from the perspective of the consumers. The necessary data

Banking sectors, revival package etc.

was collected from the Annual Report of these two banks
for the period 2000-01 to 2009-10 and discussions were

Chapter V: Profile of Ahemednagar and Nashik Districts

held with the managers, members of the board of directors

This chapter deals with profile of the study area namely

and interviews were conducted with the managers of the

location of the districts, geography, climate, rainfall, soil,

branch managers to get more information about banking

irrigation, population, Agriculture, cooperation, industries,

services provided by their banks. In order to know about

transport, and communication, educational facilities etc.

customers' perception about the banking services

Chapter VI: Review of Legislation and RBI Guidelines

provided by these banks a sample of branches of the bank

This chapter includes introduction, need, provisions of the

and customers were selected and data was collected from

Banking Regulation Act, 1949, Co-operation Acts, and the

customers at the counters, data then collected was

RBI Act,1934.

tabulated and analyzed in chapter VII and VIII and main

Chapter VII: Analysis and Interpretation of Secondary

findings one summarized below, comparison of financial

Data

performance of the Banks on the basis of certain

This chapter includes detailed study of financial

parameters

performance, in terms of Share capital, Reserves, Own

1) Share Capital

capital and Funds, Deposits, Borrowing, Investments,

The performance of NDCC Bank was better than that of

Loans and Advances, Working Capital, Solvency Position of

ADCC Bank, as the average share capital over the period
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was Rs. 6267 Lakh as compared to Rs.6477 Lakh by the

9) Net Profits

NDCC Bank, which was higher by 3.35%.

Although the objective of co-operative institution is not

2) Reserves.

only to maximize profits but they should earn just and fair

The average reserves of the NDCC Bank were Rs. 174852

profit which is essential for their expansion and survival

lakh as against Rs.1,72,456 of the ADCC Bank. Then on this

under competitive environment. Average profit earned by

count the performance of NDCC Bank was better than that

the ADCC Bank was Rs. 1250 lakh where as that of NDCC

of ADCC Bank.

Bank was merely Rs. 95 lakh, which reflects

3) Own Capital

Inefficiency of the NDCC Bank.

Average share capital of the ADCC Bank was Rs.25,513 lakh

It can be concluded that NDCC Bank's financial

where as that was Rs.23,963 lakh of NDCCB, which

performance was relatively better in respect of share

indicates that ADCCB's performance on this aspect was

capital, reserves and borrowings and for the rest of

better than that of NDCCB.

financial parameters it was relatively poor. This enables us

4) Deposits

to conclude that the financial performance of the ADCC
Bank was superior than that of the NDCC Bank.

Average deposits of ADCC Bank were Rs. 208432 lakh
whereas they were at 1,48 557 lakh in case of NDCC Bank

The co-operatives commissioner has dissolved the Board of

which were at 71.27 percent of deposits of ADCCB.

Directors of Nashik Dstrict Central Co-operative Bank
following allegation of corruption and irregularities by

5) Borrowings.

some of the members and has appointed Mr. D.B. Mukane

Borrowings of the ADCC Bank were, on an average over ten

as the administrator of the Bank.

years covered by the study was Rs. 12013 lakh per annum

10) Service Quality of the Bank.

whereas these in case of NDCCB were 27,031 lakh which

When the responses of the customers of both the Banks

was more than twice of that of ADCCB.

were analyzed, it was observed that the majority of the

6) Investments.

customers were not satisfied with the services provided by

Investments of ADCC Bank on an average were at Rs.97777

the NDCC Bank.

as against that of NDCC Bank which was at Rs. 53522 lakh

B) SUGGESTIONS

which was at 54.73% of that of ADCC Bank, in this respect
the performance of NDCC Bank was relatively poor.

1)

The District Co-operative Banks should take
steps to make all the primary credit societies
as permanent members of the Bank.

2)

The DCC Banks should attract more
individuals by way of advertisement,
providing additional banking service facilities
etc, to become members of the Bank.

3)

DCC Banks should open more branches not
only to mobilize deposits but also to achieve
the objective of financial inclusion.

4)

DCC Bank can appoint agents/ field officers to
propagate habit of savings and banking
among the people, who otherwise cannot
approach the Bank.

7) Loans disbursed by the Banks.
Average loans disbursed by the ADCC Bank was Rs. 145701
lakhs where as in case of NDCC Bank these were at Rs.
1,18948 lakh which was at 81.64% of that of ADCC Bank,
under this head the performance of the NDCC Bank was
relatively poor.
8) Working Capital
Average working capital of ADCC Bank was Rs. 2,67,368
lakh, whereas it was 2,15,044 lakh for NDCC Bank, Which
stood at 80.42% as compare to it, of ADCC Bank. Under this
financial parameter the performance of the NDCC Bank
was relatively lower.
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DCC Banks should open extension counters
for providing banking services to the special
classes such as students, industrial workers,
etc.

The bank should open” No Frills Account” to
the vast sections of low income group and of
disadvantaged to contribute towards financial
inclusion.
The Bank should provide such scheme as
opening of saving bank account and other
accounts treated as low cost deposit so as to
widen the deposit base and clientele base.
The Bank should insist on technology up
gradation to be on par with other progressive
banks.

10)

Banks should follow prudential norms, core
banking and professional management.

11)

The Bank should encourage take up microcredit in a big way by way of working as a
special purpose vehicle (SPV) for microfinance for reducing poverty and helping
informal economy to develop so as to reduce
poverty.

12)

13)

14)

project estimate.

The Banks should prepare a comprehensive
plan for product diversification to maintain a
competitive edge in the market. The Banks
should maximize fee based income through
issue of demand drafts, transfer of funds,
account maintenance fee, process fee,
commission, safe deposit, locker rent etc. The
Bank can undertake insurance business, by
working as a corporate agent.

9)

ISSN No. 2278-9316

15)

Suitable action should be taken against
defaulters under government sponsored
programmed for the recovery of overdue.

16)

To take proper action against defaulters a list
of defaulters should be prepared and
circulated among the banks and also be listed
in website.

17)

Borrowers who can prompt in repaying the
loan should be acknowledged and rewarded
at the credit recovery camps, to motivate
other borrowers to repay loan properly.

18)

There should be target for recovery like
targets of lending.

19)

To ensure effective follow up measures in
priority lending the field officers and bank
officers should be allowed to have a minimum
term of five years.

20)

Beneficiaries should be informed about
insurance cover, to enable them to claim the
insurance amount, if any loss is incurred. This
will help the bank to recover the loan in such
cases.

21)

Bank employees should avoid torturing the
customers.
Staff of the Bank should be well trained in
theory and practice of banking and human
relationship management and good
communication skills.

The Banks should adopt corporate
governance norms to exercise proper control
over operations and to protect interests of
depositors and shareholders.

22)

Bank should be open even on Sundays at least
for a half day and working hours should be
about 10 hours per day.

23)

Collection inspectors should cooperate.

24)

Interest rates should be flexible.

25)

Fine charges should be reduced in genuine
cases.

26)

DCC Bank should provide consumption loan.

The management of the bank should take
care of its weaknesses especially avoid
political interference in the operations of the
Bank, which is not an easy task, it calls for
tactful management.

27)

The banks should provide ATM facility.

28)

Financial assistance to the borrowers should
be need based rather than on the basis of

Banks should sanction loans within two to
three days.

29)

Banks should provide basic amenities.
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Banks should provide good service to
customers and keep customers satisfied so as
to promote customer loyalty to the bank.
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AN ANALYTICAL STUDY OF JAPANESE MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES AND
THEIR RELEVANCE TO INDIAN BUSINESS WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE
TO PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANIES SITUATED IN PUNE DISTRICT
FROM 1997 TO 2006
Manohar Kacharu Sanap 1
2
H.D.Thorat
INTRODUCTION:
In the recent modern times, the reigns of global economic

to India. The government and public sector undertakings

leadership has changed its hands. Japan has emerged as

traditionally used to provide lifetime employments to their

the economic leader. The economy of Japan, today,

employees. Even in private sector, the practice of 'hire and

accounts for a staggering ten percent of the world product.

fire' is a rare phenomenon.

The Japanese emphasis on savings and exports, the

Performance evaluation process in most of the Indian

protection accorded to the domestic industry, the gearing

companies is very much liberal and promotion goes by

of the entire financial system towards increasing

seniority. Very few Indian organizations have really made

investment and productivity, are all typical Japanese

the performance evaluations in its exact sense but at the

policies that have been successful. Their overwhelming

time of promotion, these organizations have ignored the

popular slogan is, “Export for development and savings for

seniority.

stability.”

However, there are significant differences between the

Till 1970, the Japanese Management Practices (JMPs) were

IMPs and the JMPs in various other respects, e.g. effective

labeled as backward, irrational and pre-industrial. The

group-work, discipline, efficiency, quality and just-in-time

Japanese had regarded Western management practices

approach. These are misnomer in the Indian industrial

(WMPs) as universal and even an American manager was

climate. It is interesting to note that in recent time seminars

an ideal for them. However, today, Japan may offer a

are being organized in India on “how to motivate people to

potentially useful model not only to the developed

work in working days in working hours”. It explains the

countries in the West but also to the newly industrialized

degree of discipline, hard work and efficiency of workers in

countries, the “Four Little Dragons” in East Asia. The entire

Indian companies.

world is extolling the high productivity and efficiency of

Japanese culture is rooted in group work, whereas Indian

Japanese industry and the equally high quality of its

culture is rooted in individualism, borrowed from the

products. This success is attributed to the unique JMPs,

Western civilization. Nevertheless, people in both

which are different from those practiced elsewhere.

countries from groups, but an important criterion for

The Indian management practices (IMPs) do not differ from

membership tends to be “What I can do for the group” in

JMPs in certain respects. Indians too never believe in the

the case of Japanese and “What the group can do for me” in

concept of 'hire and fire'. Lifetime employment is not new

the case of the Indians. In the present times, it is very rare
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to find a committed and concerned employee working for

where as Indians have a cult of individualism. The Indian

the growth of his employer in India. He is very much self-

businesses as well as the IMPs with little modifications can

centered and committed to himself. The strength of

implant the JMS.

Japanese business organizations have attributed to the

What is more important in the Indian business

existence of the organizational culture that avoids the cult

environment probably is to change the attitude of work

of individualism, builds group loyalty and mutual support

force, make them disciplined and duty conscious and

systems, and provides an environment, which encourages

inculcate in them a sense of commitment towards their

individual workers to excel and contribute their best to the

organizations.

organization. This concept is absent in Indian culture.

The new economic world order has opened up Indian

Just-in-time approach, the remarkable innovative practice

economy. Indian companies now have to face the

of Japan, is not properly followed in India. One of the most

competition with the multi national companies

important reasons for industrial sickness in India today is

successfully and create and maintain market position.

over-stocking and over-staffing. The JIT approach is

Excellent quality standards of goods and service will have

borrowed in recent years by a few Indian industries like

to be offered at the competitive price. The pressures on the

Hind, Hero and Atlas Bicycles, has brought them laurels.

companies to adopt the right management techniques to

Quality is the main concern for Indian companies today.

improve productivity in their organizations are very high.

They are not very much quality conscious. Industrial

Looking at the phenomenal success of Japanese

relations in India are worse. On one hand, we rarely find a

enterprises, a number of companies in India are turning

loyal and committed set of work force and on the other;

towards the various techniques that were responsible for

employers never hesitate to exploit their workforce.

Japan's success. Such a move by Indian companies seems

The industrial sector occupies a strategic position of unique

quite normal and natural.

importance in the Indian economy. Today, the industrial

Japan has managed to achieve excellent quality of goods

sector roughly contributes 25 to 30 per cent in the total

and services at competitive price by using their own

GDP of Indian economy. The industrial sector exports near

management techniques. The quality perception and

about 40 per cent of the total industrial production and

perspective started by Dr. Deming and Dr. Juran were

providing three-fourth of the total employment in the

developed further by Japanese industry keeping in mind

country. However, there are as many industries/companies

their own constraints and requirements. Thus, various

have fallen sick. One of the important reasons of sickness is

Japanese management techniques (JMTs) have evolved.

adoption of poor management practices.

Indian companies have been using some JMTs like Quality

Industrial relation is a major problem in Indian business

Circle (QC), JIT, Total Quality Management (TQM), Kaizen,

and they do not strictly adhere to job specialization.

Kanban, Japanese Culture, Ethical Conduct, Self-Discipline,

Lifetime employment may not be possible in Indian

Group Responsibility, Informal Relationships, and

business because of limited scope they offer for career

Democratic Participation etc. now for around more that

growth of workers. However, the managers of Indian

two decades starting in 1980s. But the need to compete

businesses can try with the Japanese management style

well in the situations arising out of liberalization and

(JMS). The JMS may help them to overcome the

globalization, management of Indian companies also

weaknesses of Indian businesses.

adopted among many management initiatives the other

There are not many significant differences in cultural

Japanese techniques like Kaizen, JIT, QC, TQM, Kanban,

framework of Japan and India. One of the significant

Japanese Culture, Ethical Conduct, Self-Discipline, Group

differences in them is that Japanese have group culture

responsibility, Informal Relationships, Democratic
Participation etc.
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to their effectiveness in improvement of work culture
and systems. This implementation has helped in
improvement of efficiency, productivity, quality of the
products, industrial relation and work culture.
However, this implementation has certain
limitations/difficulties/problems/ barriers.

differences its management practices, and examines its
relevance to Indian businesses. Hence, the research was
undertaken. The researcher was keen on making in-depth
study about JMTs and their relevance to Indian business.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:

PERIOD OF STUDY:

The following are the main objectives of the study:

Post liberalization period for the companies in India has

1. To study the JMTs such as Kaizen, JIT, TQM, QC, Kanban,
Japanese Culture, Lifetime Employment, Senioritybased Rewards Non-specialized Career Paths, SelfDiscipline and Harmony, Collective Decision-making
and Group Responsibility, Ethical Conduct, Informal
Relationships and Democratic Participation etc.

been the period of test. Immediately after the first phase of
economic reforms, the intensity of competition was not felt
as critically as it happened during the past fifteen to sixteen
years. Management of various companies in India started
introducing new management initiatives to face the new
challenges. Some of them just started experimenting with

2. To study the need and importance of JMTs in business
organizations with special reference to Public Limited
Companies, particularly situated in Pune District.

these techniques. JMTs became more favorites because of
the tremendous results they brought out for Japanese
companies.

3. To study the impact of JMTs on the productivity,
quality of the products, efficiency of workers,
motivation of workers, industrial relations and other
areas of functions/operations of the Public Limited
Companies situated in Pune District.

It was felt that this was the time that a research should be
carried out to see the validity of JMTs in Indian companies
and such kind of an attempt will be of great benefit. Due to
this reason, this particular period is chosen. It was planned

4. To study the difficulties in implementing JMTs in Public
Limited Companies situated in Pune District.

that the data collected should be as recent as possible so
that the results are more up-to-date and relevant. Taking

5. To make some suggestions to Indian businesses on the
basis of this research.

into consideration the above mentioned reasons and the
past literature, the researcher has selected 10 years period

HYPOTHESIS:

i.e. “1997-2006.”

Based on the study and review of the existing literature and
information available, it is understood that the JMTs are
very powerful. Therefore, the hypothesis formulated etc.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:
For the purpose of doing this research study primary as well

1. The advantages of Japanese management techniques
has changed the approach of managers/officials and
workers of public limited companies situated in Pune
District towards management systems and the way in
which business activities are being performed as a
result management practices of these companies are
influenced greatly by Japanese management
techniques.

as secondary data were used.
A) Primary Data:
The primary data has been collected for this purpose on the
basis of a field survey. Two questionnaires have been
prepared for this purpose i.e. one for the workers and the
other one for the managers/officials of the companies and
filled in by the respondents themselves i.e. workers and

2. Japanese management techniques have created a
p o s i t i ve i m p a c t o n t h e va r i o u s a re a s o f
operations/functions of the public limited companies.

managers/officials such as HRD executives, welfare
officers, general managers, personnel managers,
production managers, quality control managers etc. A

3. Public limited companies situated in Pune District have
implemented Japanese management techniques due

reasonable number of respondents from each category
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have been selected for response. Their views and opinions

researcher has selected only 177 questionnaires for the

have been taken into consideration.

analysis and interpretation of the data. The total strength

Universe and Sample:

of workers in all the selected companies was near about

1. Universe:

34897. The total percentage of sampling was 0.51 per cent
of total strength of workers of selected public limited

The total number of public limited companies excluding

companies situated in Pune District.

banking, insurance and service companies situated in Pune
District is 350 as per the Directory and Profile and Analysis

B) Secondary Data:

of Pune Mfg. Inc. of Pune Maratha Chamber of Commerce,

In order to conduct the research, important contributions

Industries and Agriculture, Pune, February, 2008 Edition.

in the subject through important books, journals,

This was considered universe for the purpose of the study.

magazines, survey materials, periodicals, reports,

2. Sample:

booklets, newspapers, official manuals published in India
and abroad, mission statements and Internet have been

I) Managers/Officials: (Companies):

used.

In order to study the opinions of the companies regarding

Method of data analysis:

JMTs, it was decided to conduct a field survey. It was
decided to have a convenience sampling method for the

Information collected from the selected sample of the

field survey with yes-no type questions, multiple choice

companies for the study is divided into different groups

questions and open-ended questions. The target group

according to the nature and type of their production. After

selected as samples were the managers/officials of public

making the groups, a separate data table is prepared for

limited companies with whom contact were already

each group. Then comprehensive data table is prepared for

established and who were willing to provide their opinions

the purpose of the analysis of the data.

regarding JMTs. 65 questionnaires were circulated among

Thereafter, the data has been analyzed according to the

the managers/officials of different types of companies and

objectives of the study. The average is worked out for

46 questionnaires were collected from them. But, the

explaining the data. The classification and tabulation of

researcher selected only 42 questionnaires for the analysis

data is also made wherever necessary for the purpose of

and interpretation of data. The total percentage of

getting clarity as to the responses of the respondents.

sampling was 11.05 per cent of the total public limited

In addition to that the information collected through

companies which were situated in Pune District.

discussion with the respondents and personal

II) Workers:

observations made by the researcher during the

In order to study the opinions of the workers regarding

interactions with them has been used at appropriate places

JMTs, it was decided to conduct a field survey. It was

while analyzing the data and for arriving at appropriate

decided to have a convenience sampling method for the

conclusions and suggestions.

field survey with yes-no type questions, multiple choice

Questionnaires:

questions and open ended questions. The second target

Analytical and exhaustive questionnaires were designed to

group selected as samples included the workers of shop

extract information from the companies regarding JMTs.

floor level of the same public limited companies with

For this work two questionnaires were prepared, one for

whom contact were already established and who were

managers and another one for workers. In managers'

willing to provide their opinions regarding JMTs. 225

questionnaire, 61 questions were incorporated with yes-no

questionnaires were circulated among the workers of the

type questions, multiple choice questions and open ended

selected companies situated in Pune District and 183

questions to get their opinions and reactions about use,

questionnaires were collected from them. But, the

awareness, advantages and impact of JMTs. Similarly, in
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workers' questionnaire 47 questions were incorporated

Chapter: 1: Research methodology.

with yes-no type questions, multiple choice questions and

This chapter begins with the introductory aspects such as

open ended questions to get their opinions and reactions

introduction, objectives of the study, hypothesis and

about use, awareness, advantages and impact of JMTs. And

period of the study. This chapter presents research

certain questions were asked in the oral discussions to the

methodology adopted in the research such as primary data

managers/officials and the workers of the companies,

and secondary data, method of data analysis, design of

which are not mentioned in the analysis of the

questionnaires, and statistical techniques used for analysis.

questionnaires.

Chapter: 2: A general review of Japan and India.

Statistical techniques used for the analysis:

This chapter deals with the general review of Japan and

The questionnaires include the general information about

India such as economic structure, economic policy,

the JMTs and the opinions of the workers and managers of

geography and resources, communications and energy,

the selected public limited companies regarding JMTs and

education and employment, fiscal and financial, and

other matters.

business opportunities etc.

The data has been collected through the questionnaires

Chapter: 3: Theoretical background of Japanese

and the information collected is sorted out, arranged and

management techniques.

properly classified in such a manner which suits the

This chapter deals with introduction and features of

purpose of this study. The data has been classified on the

Japanese management techniques. This includes

basis of the nature and the type of production of the

significant aspects of modern Japanese management,

companies selected for the study. The classification is

framework of Japanese management techniques,

mainly done on the basis of opinions and views expressed

ideologies and Japanese management, Japanese

by the respondents with regard to various attributes such

approaches to management, and key objectives in the

as co-operation, support, assistance, honesty, loyalty,

Japanese approaches and comparative study of Japanese

enthusiasm, sense of attachment, creativity, problem-

and American management. This chapter also presents

solving, gratitude, confidence, dedication to work,

more details about Japanese management techniques

inclinations to accept challenges, celebrations, attitudes,

such as Just-in-time, Kaizen, Lifetime employment,

affection, self-esteem, motivation, relationship, feelings,

Emphasis on the group and group management in Japan,

social obligations, benevolence, satisfaction, integrity etc.

Seniority-based rewards, Non-specialized career paths,

which constitute the qualitative data and such qualitative

Emphasis on training, Self-discipline and harmony,

data is generally not susceptible to direct statistical

Collective decision-making, Total quality management,

measurement. With this limitation the researcher has used

Quality circle and Zero defect operations, Group

the classification and tabulation technique to simplify the

responsibility, Company unions, Informal relationships and

collected data to get appropriate understanding for the

democratic participation, Ethical conduct, Holistic concern

purpose further analysis and conclusions to be drawn from

for the totality of employees' lives, Attitude of Japanese

the said data. These statistical methods proved to be of

workers towards work and authority and status symbols

great help and accordingly the researcher has converted

and use of titles.

the data into diagrammatic and graphic representation and

Chapter: 4: A profile of study area.

averages and accordingly conclusions have been drawn.

This chapter incorporates a profile of the study area

Chapter Plan:

denoting the historical perspective, the geographical

The study has been arranged in the following chapters:

setting, the social environment, and the cultural
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progression, along with the educational development in

The conclusions enumerated herein are based on the

the very industrial city and the companies concerned.

analysis of primary data as well as secondary data used in

Chapter: 5: Review of past literature.

the present work. However, important and main

This chapter deals with review of past literature. It includes

conclusions are drawn from the analysis of the primary

review of various reference books and articles published in

data more particularly derived from the responses of the

various magazines, journals and newspapers by the various

managers and workers of the selected sample companies.

authors and researchers.

The details of the findings of the questionnaires obtained
from responses of managers and workers to the

Chapter: 6: Analysis and interpretation of data.

questionnaires have already been discussed in “Chapter

This chapter presents the analysis of questionnaires on

No. 6: Analysis and interpretation of data”. Oral discussions

Japanese management techniques. This part has been

with the concerned persons and general observations have

based on the results and discussions. It highlights the result

also helped to arrived at certain important conclusions.

and analysis of the data collected and conclusions are

1. It was found that the educational qualifications of most

drawn with the help of suitable charts and diagrams.

of the managers in most of the companies are generally

Chapter: 7: Conclusions and suggestions.

suitable to the managerial posts. Most of them are

This chapter presents a summary of conclusions of the

specialized in Personnel Management, Management, Law,

study. It also includes the suggestions are made on the

Commerce, Human Resource Management, Engineering,

basis of the conclusions are drawn from the study and

Technology, Science, Pharmaceuticals etc. Out of the total

fulfillment of objectives, testing of hypothesis and topic

selected managers 24 managers are either post graduates

suggested for further research.

or holding more that two degrees which is 57.14 per cent.

Appendix: I

: Questionnaires.

And 18 managers i.e. 42.86 per cent are only graduates but

Appendix: II

: Bibliography and other references.

having long working experience. The researcher could not
find an educational qualification of a particular faculty as

CONCLUSIONS:

such. But generally it was observed that the qualifications

In the present times, the global economic leadership has

are in consonance with the nature of business activity.

changed hands. Japan has emerged as the economic

2. It was also found that most of the managers have good

leader. JMTs have been a key factor in making Japanese

experience in the field of management. 19.05 per cent

companies flourishes so that it is today the most powerful

managers of the selected companies had more that 25

economic nation in the world. Till 1970, the JMPs were

years of experience and 26.19 per cent managers of the

labeled as backward, irrational and pre-industrial. The

selected companies had experience between 20 to 25

WMPs were regarded as universal and an American

years and the remaining i.e. 54.76 per cent managers of the

manager was an ideal even for Japanese. But today, it has

selected companies had less than 20 years of experience. It

been observed that Japan can offer a potentially useful

was observed that the managers have an average

model not only to the developed countries in the West but

experience of 15-20 years. Most of the managers of the

also to industrialized countries in East Asia. The entire

selected companies were from middle age group.

world is extolling the high productivity, and efficiency of

3. In various companies suggestion boxes are kept so that

Japanese companies and the equally high quality of its

workers feel free to give quality, production and safety

products. This success, no doubt, is attributed due to the

related suggestions.

unique JMS and practices, which are different from those

4. The workers put in their best efforts if proper and healthy

practiced elsewhere.

working conditions are provided to them. It enables them
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Under Indian management planning is made on the
paper instead of achieving the organizations goals.

the management thinks about their well being and so they

Ø

The Indian management practices do not provide

concentrate on their job and achieve their maximum level

any specific method for proper utilization of

of efficiency. Organized workers' welfare programs help in

resources.

developing the confidence of the workers and thereby

Ø

The Japanese process believes in formal evaluation

increase their standards of performance. This has been

of the employees at long intervals and promotions

revealed from the Indian experience of JMTs in general and

from within by seniority are always preferred.

it has been further corroborated through Table No. 6A.36

Whereas the Indian process does not believe in

and Table No. 6B.34 wherein it has been observed that

formal evaluation of the workers at long intervals and

holistic concern approach is definitely motivates the

promotions from within by seniority are not usually

efficiency of the workers.

preferred.

5. The code of discipline, code of conduct and seniority

Ø

The strength of Japanese business organizations can

based systems may be considered as important factors to

be attributed to the existence of the organizational

maintain harmonious relations. The common reasons

culture that avoids the cult of individualism, builds

observed are:

group loyalty, mutual support systems and provides

Ø

Code of conduct is important for maintenance of

an environment which encourages individual workers

good inter union relations.
Ø

to excel and contribute their best to the organization.
However, Indian management lacks in such

The workers working in the organization also know

attributes.

their limit. They know it very well to what extent they
can go. Such a code of discipline puts control on the

Ø

The Japanese, unlike Indians are dominated by one

behaviour and attitude of the employees. It improves

overwhelming passion-'the constant desire to rise a

the organizational discipline and understanding

little higher than the average'. Indian management

between the employers and workers.

can imbibe such passion economic growth and
development of business.

6. The inadequacies, imperfections, inconsistencies
generally observed by various scholars in the last decade in

Ø

Japan's miraculous economic development is due to

Indian management practices may be summarized as

effective national economic planning, intense

under:

competition among firms leading to continual

Ø

improvement in productivity, national cohesion and

Management of the business organization is done at

solidarity and an irrepressible urge to achieve

the top level in general and it lacks foresights.
Ø

perfection in one's work.

People's commitment to the business in general is
comparatively less. They think of the monetary gains

Ø

Ø

The cornerstones of the Japanese miracle are

from the individual point of view rather than thinking

harmonious conduct and the endless quest for

of growth of the organization.

perfection. 'Harmony is much to be prized' and 'a

Indian management takes long time for the

world without sweat is decadent': these are the

implementation of plans in the organization due to

slogans that remain to this day the mainspring of

hierarchy in the organization and low confidence

inspiration to the Japanese.

level between the management and workers due to

Ø

The attention on the human resources and its
management is the focal point of the Japanese

status barriers is also one of the problems.

management system and the secret of the continuing
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success of Japanese companies and its growth as the

improving the overall personality of the workers and

premier industrial and economic power in the world

overall quality of work life. Because of that, there is

today.

substantial improvement in job satisfaction, making

7. It has been observed that many of the selected

suggestions, analytical thinking, observation skills,

companies have suffered due to excess inventory, long

efficiency, training in other skills, self discipline, harmony,

gestation period, stock of finished product. Though there

acceptance of challenges, work ethics, knowledge base,

would be external reasons to some extent but the major

enthusiasm and confidence levels, creativity, teamwork

reason is lack of application and enlightened competitive

habits, team spirit, participative culture and involvement in

approach. However, since post 1991 due to liberalized

the job work.

atmosphere, things have been slowly and steadily changing

12. Managers expressed the need for extensive and

for the betterment in business.

intensive of training of workers, staff, supervisors and

8. It was also found that the very high numbers of managers

managers for the successful use of JMTs in Indian business.

and workers have acknowledged the positive relevance

13. Majority of the respondents i.e. manager and workers

and impact of these techniques to Indian business with

of the selected companies are well aware of the JMTs

special reference to public limited companies on

whereas only 4.76 per cent managers and 14.12 per cent

productivity, efficiency, quality of the products and

workers out of the total sample of managers and workers of

industrial relations.

the selected companies were not aware of JMTs.

9. JMTs seem to have universal applicability in terms of

14. It was found that most of the managers and workers

enhancing the overall productivity levels of the

have used more than one JMT instead of any single isolated

organization, workers' efficiency, workers' productivity

technique in their companies.

levels, workers' motivation, inventory cost reduction,

15. It was found that some of the JMTs i.e. lifetime

overall cost reduction, zero defect goods, communication

employment, seniority based rewards, non-specialized

within organization, workers analytical thinking levels,

career paths, organizational valuation of ethical conduct,

products qualities, and industrial relations in diverse

and symbolic inter-organizational networks are not used

industries such as automobiles, forgings, engineering,

and adopted by the majority companies.

machine tool building, chemicals, electronics, refining,

16. It has been observed that there is little variation

food processing etc.

between the workers and managers responses regarding

10. All the hierarchical levels think identically that the JMTs

the use and adaptation of some JMTs i.e. quality circles,

can improve the productivity, workers' efficiency, products

emphasis on training, collective decision-making and

qualities, workers' motivation, workers' productivity,

company or single union.

communication within an organization, workers' analytical

17. Conclusions on the basis of observations of the

thinking, participative culture and team spirit in company,

responses of workers and managers in respect of impact of

work culture, overall cost reductions and industrial

JMTs on various areas of operations of the companies:

relations in their companies quite well. Similar kind of
approach was found among different workers levels, as a

A) Workers:

result, it may be concluded that such approach has

Table No. 6A.48 reveals that the positive impact and

potential to facilitate the acceptance and implementation

relevance of JMTs on all the areas of operations/functions

of these techniques and can have positive impact on the

of the companies as assessed by the workers is found to be

various areas of business operations and functions.

“excellent” on the basis of parameters mentioned in Para

11. The use of JMTs not only has benefited the companies

49 of the Chapter No. 6A on Page No. 244.

where they have been used but they have helped in
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Ø

i) TQM technique:
As per the observations made in Table No. 6B.15 that there

Ø

is positive impact and relevance of TQM technique on all
the areas of operations/functions of the companies as
Ø

assessed by the managers is almost “good” except the
liability exposure, which is found to be “fair” on the basis of

Ø

parameters laid down in Para 16 of the Chapter No. 6B. on
Page No. 267.

Ø

ii) JIT technique:
It was found in the Table No. 6B.33 that there is positive

Ø

impact and relevance of JIT technique on all the areas of
operations/functions of the companies as assessed by the

Ø

managers is almost “good” except two areas which were
found to be “fair” i.e. less direct labour wasted on rework
Ø

and less equipment to handle inventories on the basis of
parameters mentioned in Para 33 of the Chapter No. 6B on

Ø

Page No. 287.
iii) JMTs techniques:
It was found in the Table No. 6B.56 that the impact and

Ø

relevance of JMTs on all the areas of operations/functions
of the companies as assessed by the managers is positive

Ø

and found to be “excellent” on the basis of parameters
mentioned in Para 56 of the Chapter No. 6B on
Page No. 314.

Ø

18. It may be concluded on the basis of responses of the
Ø

respondents (i.e. 54.76 per cent of managers) that
substantial number of quality circles are existing in the
companies; however, 73.44 per cent of workers have not
registered themselves to such circles. Hence it may be said
that no proactive measures have been taken for the
purposes of workers bringing in such circles.

Ø

19. Conclusions in respect of change in workers' individual
mindset, attitudes, perceptions, involvement, experiences
responsible for organizational development due to
adoption of JMTs in respective companies. The following

Ø

conclusions are upheld by the majority of workers from
their responses in respect of above mentioned attributes:
Ø

Cooperation among the workers' (89.83 per cent
of workers was substantially increased.

Ø

75

93.22 per cent of the workers received ample
support from their superiors or seniors while
working.
93.53 per cent of the workers are positive in
accepting the superiors' assistance and friendship
at work place.
97.18 per cent of the workers do make
suggestions to solve the problems in the company.
96.05 per cent of the workers get opportunity to
solve the problems creatively at work place.
98.87 per cent of the workers are positive in
helping each other to solve their work problems
and difficulties at work place.
95.48 per cent of the workers keep on enhancing
and improving their working skills.
96.05 per cent of the workers do get ample
support and motivation for work from gratitude
and friendship of their colleagues.
87.57 per cent of the workers are confident while
doing their work in the company.
97.18 per cent of the workers are of opinion that
job rotation is necessary for inter departmental
cooperation.
The companies (81.92 per cent of workers) are
keen in giving training to workers in respect of the
skill even other than working skill.
Giving of standardized trainings to the workers
(87.01 per cent of workers) through orientation
and training programs is well established.
94.35 per cent of the workers focus on their goals
to achieve the better results at the work place.
66.10 per cent of the workers are aware of the
importance of self-discipline and harmony as a
chief hallmark at the work place and 59.32 per
cent of the workers do try to follow the same at
the work place. 97.74 per cent of the workers
follow the suggestions made by others for better
results and performance at the work place.
93.22 per cent of the workers are very much
interested in accepting the challenges at the work
place for self development and organizational
development.
94.92 per cent of the workers are positive in
stretching their abilities to the fullest in the
company for overall improvement of the
organization.
Involvement of workers (76.27 per cent of
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workers) in the process of solving problems at the
work place or shop floor level is adequate.
Ø The individual's and groups achievements (98.31
per cent of workers) are celebrated at
appropriately.
Ø 87.01 per cent of the workers have opined that
there is need to change the attitude of workforce
to implement JMTs in the Indian companies to
have better results.
Ø 84.75 per cent of the workers do express the
affection and loyalty to their group leader through
collective orientation.

dependence, benevolence, social obligation,
human feeling etc. and they have adopted these
core values of Japanese culture at their work
place. On their priority list of adopting these core
values number one is human feeling and
thereafter social obligation, benevolence and
dependence come one by one.
Ø 80.23 per cent of the workers used negotiation
method for resolving the industrial disputes in
their company on priority basis. Conciliation
method, mediation method and arbitration
method come thereafter. The reasons for such
priority are to maintain good relations and not to
aggravate the problems further.

20. 87.01 per cent of the workers in Indian companies are
well aware of the Japanese common culture

22. Conclusions on the basis of responses of managers
pertaining to the use of different aspects of JMTs followed
and applied in the various areas of operations/functions of
their companies and their involvement and experiences in
this regard. They are as under:
Ø 71.43 per cent of the managers are well aware
about the scope of TQM technique. Marketing,
engineering, purchasing, manufacturing,
mechanical and installation and product service
are the major areas where TQM is followed by
their companies. However, this technique is
widely applied in the area of manufacturing on
priority basis in the companies.
Ø Some of the managers emphasized on the need to
study JMS intensively to improve the productivity
of their plants or improve the quality of their
products or improve the substance and worth of
their human resources or improve the industrial
relations. At the outset 73.82 per cent of them
stated that for improvement in all these above
areas, there is need to study further JMS
intensively.
Ø 76.19 per cent of the managers agreed that the
workers solve the problems creatively by using
Kaizen technique at the work place.
Ø According to them in majority of cases, inventions
of workers are encouraged in the company.
Moreover, inventions of workers are rewarded but
in some of the companies these inventions do not
carry substantial monetary value.
Ø After the use of Kaizen technique, it has been
observed that there is positive change in workers

manifestations and most of them are followed in these
companies.
21. Conclusions based on understanding and involvement
of workers in JMPs followed in their respective companies.
They are as under:
Ø

Ø

Ø

Ø

Ø

Ø
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Very less number of workers work individually,
some of them work jointly in the companies.
However, majority of workers have opined that
80.23 per cent of the workers get ample freedom
to work individually as well as jointly as per the
requirement.
Less than 19 per cent of the workers'
interpersonal relationship is either formal or
informal; however, more than 81 per cent of the
workers interact with each other both by formal
and informal way.
73.45 per cent of the workers feel that their
participation in decision-making process is on
democratic basis.
59.89 per cent of the workers have ample
opportunities to apply their discretions at the
work place and are able to work autonomously as
well as under close supervision.
Team spirit, discipline and work ethics have
collectively motivated the workers (75.71 per cent
of the workers) to achieve higher levels of
excellence in the company.
81.92 per cent of the workers are well aware of
different core values of Japanese culture such as
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psyche, accepting group accountability,
employer-workers relationship, communicative
abilities, workers moral, group interactions and
analytical thinking and observation skills of the
group members. However, according to them the
major impact is on the systems of holding group
responsible for its success or failure.
73.81 per cent of the managers thought that
emphasis on training is an integral part of the
Japanese system on functioning so that career
training becomes an integrated manpower and
human resource policy. Such efforts are essential
in India.
In 90.48 per cent of the companies standardized
training has been provided to the workers for
improvement of their performance, efficiency
and overall personality.
61.90 per cent of the companies have organized
various kinds of orientation programs for the
workers so that they can adapt and apply the JMTs
more effectively in the companies.
Job rotation policy has been adopted by the 69.05
per cent of the companies for the overall
development of the workers.
61.90 per cent of the managers do not consider
that seniority is extremely important while
determining salary increase of the
employees/workers. Moreover, they do not agree
that the seniority based system eliminates the
often destructive individual competition between
workers and promotes a harmonious group
relationship in which each worker work for the
benefit that accrue form long and faithful service.
However, now a day, it has been observed that
Japanese companies are becoming more open
and they can supersede this policy in the changing
business environments.
So far as Indian companies are concerned, most of
them prefer workers' performance as the
important criterion for the promotion in the
company. Thereafter, other criteria like seniority
of workers, education of workers and personal
relations of workers are considered.
That the retrenchment of worker is not totally
stopped due to the use of JMTs in the companies.
In 61.90 per cent of the companies a scheme of
workers on a permanent payroll was not
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f)
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implemented. This shows that Indian companies
are adopting these JMTs which are relevant and
more logically suitable to the Indian business
environment.
83.33 per cent of the managers agreed that the
workers work with a full enthusiasm in the
company.
In the new era, both the principles i.e. individual
responsibility and collective sense of
responsibility are required to be practiced by the
Indian companies for further improvement in
overall organizational performance.
In the modern days, all the operative norms of
JMS, such as harmony, trust, respect, loyalty,
precedence etc. are equally useful to the IMS.
Companies have realized the importance of Dr.
Deming's principles and their usefulness for the
better development and improvement in the
organizations and followed these principles in
their workings.
That the 'Concept of Workers Participation in
Management' has been implemented by the
73.81 per cent of the companies. The
participation at shop floor level is more (64.29 per
cent) than the department or board level. It has
been observed that the companies have achieved
various benefits through encouraging 'Workers
Participation in Management' in their company.
Workers participation in management may be
looked upon as a way of re-humanizing industrial
work by creating opportunities for workers to gain
social and psychological satisfaction. The majority
of the managers have observed the following
positive changes due to workers participation in
management:
Workers exploitation is substantially stopped by
the management.
Democratic principle has been followed in the
company.
Conflicts and differences between workers and
management are resolved in a democratic
manner.
A sense of participation is created among the
workers.
Suggestions are increased from workers.
Working and living conditions of workers are
improved.
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g) Opportunities are availed to workers for selfexpression leading to industrial peace, good
relations and increased cooperation.
Ø In 69.05 per cent of the companies workers have
ample freedom to join any trade union of their
choice.
Ø 90.48 per cent of the managers are of the opinion
that the industrial relations are human relations
between workers and employers in the industrial
enterprises. And they believe that industrial
relations develop the skills and methods of
adjusting and co-operating each other.
Ø Industrial relations in the companies are
influenced by various factors such as economic,
political, legal, technological, educational,
competitive etc. However, economic factor (i.e.
80.95 per cent) is more influenced than the others
in this respect.
Ø The companies adopted the different aspects for
handling industrial relations at plant level such as
e x p e r i e n c e a n d s i n c e r i t y, e f f e c t i v e
communication, safety of workers, motivation to
the workers, proper training to workers, and
provision of welfare facilities to the workers and
proper machinery for prevention and settlement
of industrial disputes.
Ø 73.81 per cent of the managers followed
democratic and participative style of leadership in
the companies.
Ø 90.48 per cent of the companies are successful in
effectively implementing suggestions scheme in
their day-to-day functioning.
Ø All the prime objectives such as workers'
recognition, workers' satisfaction and human
touch and healthy conducive atmosphere
creation have been given due consideration in the
companies.
Ø Workers' opinions are not considered in the
process of appointment of chairman or
appointing any other important post in the
company. The reason for this may be the legal
provisions of the Indian Companies Act, 1956. The
Indian Companies Act provides detailed legal
provisions with regard to appointment of
managerial positions.
Ø 71.43 per cent of the managers think that it is
quite possible to adapt easily the JMTs in Indian
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companies by making moderate changes in the
Indian management practices/systems.
Ø The several difficulties were faced by the
managers of the selected companies for
implementation of JMTs in their respective
companies such as workers cannot be expected to
solve complex problems, reluctance of
union/trade union problems, indifferent attitude
of supervisors, non-cooperation of top
management to the unions, major problems are
related with the management, low level of
workers education, conservative attitude of
Indian management, lack of training to the
personnel, lack of loyalty, failure to recognize and
reward, status differences and lack of support.
Ø 69.05 per cent of the managers thought that any
collaboration with Japanese company would
definitely improve the management practices of
Indian companies. They feel that JMPs could be
adopted here, despite differing in socio-cultural
milieus.
23. It has been observed that now-a-days the JMTs have
universal applicability irrespective of the type of the
company or business.
24. It has been observed that wherever JMTs are formalized
and institutionalized, organizations have got better results.
25. Visible commitment, support and involvement by top
management are necessary for the success of these
techniques.
26. Imparting the training on JMTs have direct positive
influence on effectiveness in implementation of JMTs and
the resultant benefits.
27. Japanese management is a package of lifetime
employment, enterprise unions, seniority-based payment
systems, elaborate welfare provisions, lifetime training,
constant job-rotation and decision-making, which is based
on consensus and collectivity. It is necessary to take the
best of the Japanese way of managing and translate it so
that Indian managerial traditions can be enlarged. It is
difficult to ape the Japanese system. But some of the
approaches of JMTs can be incorporated in strengthening
areas of weakness of Indian industries.

SUGGESTIONS:
The present research was undertaken with a premise that
though a number of companies in India have implemented
various JMTs during the past two decades or so, it is
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necessary to study their relevance to Indian businesses for

4. For increasing the motivation levels of the workers,

survival and growth. This will help Indian companies in

efficiency levels of the workers, capacity levels of plants,

taking decision regarding continuance of JMTs with further

quality of products, customers' satisfaction, it is suggested

improvements. Additionally, this will also help those

that these techniques should be introduced formally in the

organizations that have yet to take decisions on which JMTs

companies and should be institutionalized. Shop floor

to follow in their companies in these tough times of severe

personnel taking part in QCs, TQM and Kaizen should be

competition and slow down.

allowed to make presentations to the top/senior

Therefore, on the basis of findings of the present research,

management of the companies and encouraged to make

observations made thereon and the conclusions derived

presentations at city, state, region, national and

from this study, certain suggestions for consideration and

international levels conferences organized by Quality Circle

implementation have been made as under:

Forum of India and such similar organizations.

1. Since the JMTs have positive impact on the motivation

5. It has been observed in the present research that there

levels of the workers, efficiency of the workers, over all

are substantial number of QCs in Indian companies,

performance of the workers, improvement in workers

however, less number of workers have become the

skills, improvement in workers communication, they

members of such circles and hence it is suggested that

should be continued in the organizations where they

companies should take time bound positive steps to

already exist and further implemented by all the other

register many more number of workers as a members of

organizations to enhance the motivation and morale and to

QCs so that members of QCs will experience a positive

enhance the job satisfaction, knowledge levels, creativity,

change in the areas like team work, sense of belonging to

enthusiasm and confidence levels, teamwork habits and

the section and the organizational self image, decision-

involvement profile.

making, effective communication, creative abilities,

2. Since shop-floor level workers in a very large numbers

analytical abilities etc.

have been positively influenced by the JMTs as per their

6. It is suggested that QCs should be formed on priority

own perceptions and assessment, their supervisors and

basis in the companies where they are not yet established.

managers should accept this disclosure in their stride and

7. Companies should investigate the matter and find out

use it as a facilitating factor in making these techniques

the reason as to why the QC programs are not cost effective

more and more effective in their companies. They should

and accordingly take positive steps to make them cost

also feel encouraged to implement additional JMTs in their

effective by formulating short term and long term

companies for more overall benefits.

strategies.

3. In addition to QC, Kaizen, TQM, Emphasis on training,

8. As majority workers don't feel that they are the

Self-discipline and harmony that have been successfully

household members in the companies, it is suggested that

implemented in many companies in Pune District. There is

through some informal gatherings, occasions, ceremonies

a need to implement “JIT”, “Life time employment”,

and celebrations, companies should create homely

“Seniority based rewards” and also other Japanese

atmosphere so that workers could feel that they are the

techniques because as a conclusion of the study, QC,

integral part of companies. This method will help us to

Kaizen, TQM, Emphasis on training, Self-discipline and

create sense of belonging among the workers.

harmony have been found to be very useful. Absence of

9. For the purpose of implementing JMTs effectively,

“JIT” in most of the organizations studies showed that

workers should get lifetime employment through frame-

inventories and suppliers in those organizations had not

based group and organizations should frame appropriate

reduced which is normally a definite outcome of

schemes to strengthen the policy of lifetime employment.

implementation of JIT.
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10. Top/Upper management support, visible commitment

responsibility is a good practice and it develops
team spirit very high and decisions are taken after
brainstorming.
Ø Many new ideas are floated in collective activity.
Things, which look impossible, are made possible
with the help of collective sense of responsibility.
Ø In collective responsibility we find almost total
involvement of employees rather than
individual one.
Ø 17. The following suggestions are made for the
better management of Indian business:
Ø Companies should always strive to achieve the
goal of total customer satisfaction.
Ø Organizations through JMTs should take positive
steps to create sense of belonging amongst
workers, so that workers should feel that they are
the internal part of the company. This will help the
organization to augment its productivity.
Ø Companies should implement all the labour
legislations in its right spirit so that sense of
security will be created in the minds of workers
and such a situation would enhance the
motivation level of the workers in the
organizational set-up and thereby make the
workers morale high.
Ø Special efforts should be taken to make workers
aware about the vision, goal and mission of the
organization and also about the interdepartmental policies and probable strategies to
achieve the desired output.
Ø Good performances to the always rewarded
because appreciation is memory of heart.
Ø The systematic strategies such as appreciation of
workers for their better performance, application
of better human resource practices, consistent
efforts to monitor quality work, deliberately
taking steps to compose effective team work to
develop the skills of a team among the members,
as well a mutual trust, confidence, good vision,
and ethical decisions, so that good work culture
within the organizations will be created.
18. The managerial practice of decision-making in Japan is
built on the concept that change and new ideas should
come primarily from “Shop Floor Level or Lower Level
Workers”. Therefore, to gain the benefits of this concept
following suggestions would be useful:
Ø The individual must be given a feeling of being in

and involvement are must for the success of JMTs and the
same should be provided, as and when required.
11. Extensive and intensive training and recognition of
workers are important aspects/imperatives for introducing
the JMTs and their successful sustenance. Therefore,
companies who wish to implement these techniques
should provide the training and design and implement the
systems and in the process recognize the potential of the
employees, and avail appropriate opportunities to them.
12. It is necessary to make JMTs formalized and
institutionalized so as to have better results.
13. It is advisable to implement JMTs one by one and not all
the JMTs at a time. Once an organization gets better results
of one JMT then it can easily switchover to another JMT.
14. Any activity, which does not add value to product, is
waste. The human resources training, organization work
culture and values should be developed in such a way that
elimination of different types of wastes is possible. Such
waste may be of the following types: (i) over production
waste, (ii) waiting time waste, (iii) transportation waste, (iv)
processing waste, (v) inventory waste, (vi) movement
waste, (vii) defective production waste etc.
15. In order to implement the JMS effectively, Indian
industries will have to study the system intensively and
emulate, absorb and adapt those aspects that will improve
the productivity of the plants, the quality of the output and
the substance and worth of the human resources.
16. Principles of individual responsibility and collective
sense of responsibility is comparatively good in Japan.
Similar principles could be followed in Indian companies in
appropriate circumstances. The reasons for the same may
be mentioned are as follows:
Ø

Ø

Ø
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Sense of individual responsibility is confined to
one person. It cannot give strength to the
organization.
It is always better to confer a particular
responsibility to a particular person. So that the
he won't be in a position to divert his
responsibility easily.
It is well known fat that collective sense of
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an extended family at his workplace through an
appeal of togetherness so that they work
wholeheartedly.
Ø Opportunity should be availed to put forward and
consider suggestions received through QCs for
having democratic decision-making.
Ø Sufficient training should be provided to shop
floor level workers for updating them and
enhancing their job skills.
Ø It is always better to allot job and responsibilities
on the basis of merit and experience of an
individual. The concept of “right person-right job”
as guideline should be preferably followed.
Ø Workers should be encouraged to learn new-skills,
obtain higher qualifications both for selfd e ve l o p m e nt a n d fo r co nt r i b u t i n g to
organizational growth.
19. The group leaders should encourage their colleagues to
come out with new ideas and suggestions. The workers
must feel free to give suggestions for improvements. All
companies should keep suggestion boxes in the premises
so that workers feel free to give quality, production, and
safety related suggestions. Workers should be rewarded
for good suggestions and their name and photo should be
displayed on notice boards. This type of workers'
participation will help to boost their morale and a good
teamwork culture will be created in such organization.
Further, following activities may be introduced to improve
work culture and teamwork:
Ø Encourage workers involvement by expressing
opinion on organizational matters and appreciate
good suggestions.
Ø Give sufficient in-house publicity to good
suggestions and successes of workers to motivate
each other.
Ø Assure workers that trial and error failures while
improving the system will be treated as a part of
learning process and no penalty will be levied.
Ø Train and support to contributors of new ideas
and develop and implement them if they are
fruitful.
20. An appraisal system should include the some points
such as high quality, educated and well informed staff,
continuous improvement of people, empowered workers,
respect for the individual, co-operation and teamwork,
supportive hands-off management, open communications
with two-way flow of information, help workers to do their
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present work better and create an environment for
continuous improvement. All the workers should develop
in this process so that they can work hard to undertake
wider different roles and perform their existing role more
effectively.
21. The Japanese are highly competitive, they always cooperate whenever it is essential in the common interest.
This policy should be followed by the Indian businesses in
right spirit.
22. Emphasis on training:
Ø The workers should be properly trained and
should be well acquainted with the nature of their
job.
Ø The workers should know that what their job
needs and act according to that.
23. Japanese people have disciplined work culture. Even if
they are on the strike they won't stop the work, but they
may put a black ribbon on the shirt, which indicates that
they are on the strike. Each worker is working very hard.
There is disciplined work culture. Things, which look
impossible, are made possible with the help of collective
sense of responsibility. These types of disciplined work
culture should be developed by the Indian people and
trade unions.
24. In the given equal opportunity some workers display
higher level of efficiency and innovative ideas. It is essential
to recognize, appreciate and award such workers. This
motivates them and incites others to improve their
efficiency to get such recognition. More the efficient
workers in an organization higher will be the growth of the
organization. It is possible to identify efficient people in
discussions, QCs meetings, and suggestion scheme and in
case of any problem solving. The manager has to identify
such talent and reward them with higher-level tasks. If this
strategy is followed individuals will grow and the
organization will also get better ideas.
25. Equality in work atmosphere for all workers in a cadre is
essential to obtain maximum contribution per worker.
Hence, it is suggested that there should not be bias of
gender, religion, region or nationality. Global companies
will have to go beyond these factors to have free flow
discussion, suggestions and participation. The
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responsibilities should be given as per cadre or

30. The strength of Japanese business organizations can be

management level and not on any biased thinking and

attributed to the existence of the organizational culture

considerations.

that avoids the cult of individualism, builds group loyalty,

26. Companies should strive to have high achievements

mutual support systems and provides an environment

consistently and see to it that such companies are efficient

which encourages individual workers to excel and

also. If such companies are successful in high achievements

contribute their best to the organization. Indian companies

and efficiency they will be excellent in their work. If

should understand this practice and implement the same

excellence is there, the progress will be very fast, the name

so that they achieve the goal of an organization.

sells and organization grows on individual's excellence and

Ø

also lots of individuals grow well due to organizational
excellence. Eminent personalities are recognized for their
excellence is rewarded in India by various titles from
Padmashree to Bharat Ratna. Many of the excellent
achievers are used as brand ambassadors for sales
promotions. Similarly, in corporate sector also excellence
of employees/workers should be rewarded appropriately.

Ø

27. Developing equality, efficiency and excellence in an
organization is a matter of pride and happiness to all the
stakeholders of an organization. Hence, companies should
take strategic decisions to work on it. Unique blend of
organizational excellence and individual excellence should
be the dream of any organization.
Ø

28. There are not much significant differences in cultural
framework of Japan and India. One of the significant
differences in them is that Japanese have group culture
where as Indians have a culture of individualism. The JMS
may not be suitable to Western countries for their wide
cultural differences. But the said style with little
modifications, hopefully, can be implemented into IMP.
Hence, Indian companies should take steps with the help of
experts to find out such modifications and to make
desirable changes in their functioning.

Ø

29. In the Indian business environment, it is necessary to
change the attitude of work-force, make them disciplined
and duty conscious and inculcate in them a sense of
commitment towards their organizations. It may not be
practicable for Indian business to adopt the style for its own
peculiarities. However, managers of Indian businesses can
try with certain JMTs such as Kaizen, JIT, QC, TQM and
develop gradually Disciplined Work Culture.
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The Japanese are not a very religious-minded
people. Their behaviour is not governed by any
faith in the supernatural. They are, however,
dominated by one overwhelming passion-'the
constant desire to rise a little higher than the
average'. Such passion for achievement should be
inculcated in the minds of all individuals working
in the organization.
Government should have effective national
economic planning where intense competition
among companies will lead to continuous
improvement in productivity, national cohesion
and solidarity. All individuals working in an
organization should be motivated in such a
manner that they should consistently work to
achieve perfection in his/her work.
Harmonious conduct and the endless quest for
perfection' are the two major pillars of the JMS.
'Harmony is much to be prized' and 'a world
without sweat is decadent': these are the slogans
that remain to this day the mainspring of
inspiration to the Japanese. The present
researcher believes that both these slogans, if
brought in to practice then they can create
miracles in Indian industries; hence, some specific
line of action should be taken by Indian companies
in this regard.
The attention on the human resources and its
management is the focal point of JMS and the
secret of the continuing success of Japanese
companies and its growth as the premier
industrial and economic power in the world today.
Hence, Indian companies should realize the
importance of human resource and capitalize this
power for the betterment of the organizations.
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